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The school year started with a bang with the opening of men's rush. Afternoons were filled with pig roasts, crab boils, or perhaps Mexican fiestas. Carloads were taken to country houses for skeet shooting, softball, or rope swinging. At night, the fraternities held open houses and rush dates. On the weekends, the band parties were open to all students, giving the rushees an opportunity to enjoy the social aspect of the fraternities.

Luckily, a majority of the sixteen fraternities were able to use their newly renovated houses this year for most of these activities. Throughout the week the rushees narrowed their choices down from nine to four, and as rush came to a close, the men received their long awaited bids. Finally, on Friday, September the 28th, everyone was on hand to help celebrate the close of rush with "Tear Night."
LOOKING BACK...

In 1962, 255 men pledged a fraternity, accounting for 75% of the freshmen class. This was a drop from the previous year’s "snag" of 83%. However, about 80 more men were expected to pledge during deferred rush. Obviously, the Greek system has always been a core part of the social life at W&L, with a majority of freshmen pledging the frat of their choice.

THE SNAG

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fraternity</th>
<th>Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Beta Theta Pi</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chi Psi</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delta Tau Delta</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kappa Alpha</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kappa Sigma</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lambda Chi Alpha</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phi Delta Theta</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phi Gamma Delta</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phi Kappa Psi</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phi Kappa Sigma</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pi Kappa Alpha</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pi Kappa Phi</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sigma Alpha Epsilon</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sigma Chi</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sigma Nu</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sigma Phi Epsilon</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Foxfield

If you even glimpsed a horse at Foxfield this year you were among the minority of thousands of Virginia students who flocked to Charlottesville this year. Students from schools all over Virginia congregated for the semi-annual Foxfield races in both September and April to enjoy one massive tailgate party abounding with trunks full of drinks, sandwiches, and mounds of delicious greasy fried chicken. The races last from noon to five, and W&L students could be seen piled in cars and buses inching their way towards the racing grounds. Yet, once students had a drink in one hand and a chicken leg in the other they were off to wander around the sea of cars to find friends from other schools or simply the friends they had come with. Men could be seen perched on top of cars in the standard khaki shorts and the tie alongside their date, no doubt dressed in a floral sundress, sometimes wearing a hat to go along with the horserace theme. Both in September and in April this year the days were beautiful and sunny without being too hot. Overall, whether you were perched on top of a Bronco with your date or milling through the crowd to find friends, Foxfield was definitely a relaxing afternoon for all- that is, unless you were betting on the horses- "There were horses there, right?"
Homecoming

The banner over Washington Street and a persistent traffic jam should have been clue enough: there was something going on in Lexington on October 11. This year’s Homecoming was nothing shy of the traditional grand event, with Five Star Generals leading the procession of alumni that returned to their long-ago home. A somber memorial service for Robert E. Lee on the exact day and hour of his death kicked off the weekend with an historical note.

Squeeze was at the Pavillion on Friday night to begin the annual Homecoming partying. Saturday afternoon saw a disappointing football defeat in the hands of Davidson, but halftime featured a Washington and Lee victory with the coronation of our own Jodi Herring as Homecoming Queen. The fifth General in five years to be crowned, Jodi represented Pi Kappa Alpha.

Other Homecoming festivities included choral performances, seminars on Lee and the First Amendment, and the annual dressed up gala affairs at the local fraternity houses. All in all, the weekend proved to rekindle many memories, and make some special new ones.

LOOKING BACK...

In 1947, it was announced by the Assimilation Committee that freshmen would be allowed to remove their “beanies” (caps that all freshmen were required to wear) for a week in the event that the W&L Generals beat Davidson in the Homecoming game. That year we beat Davidson, and the happy freshmen class went “beanie-less” for one week.
Halloween

Calls of "Is that Fred? Look at his costume!" and "Who are you supposed to be?" were common during the week of Halloween, when students are never too young to dress up. Since Halloween fell on a Thursday this year, parties were held the weekend before, the week of, and the weekend after. All types of costumes, varying from the Marlboro Man to boys dressed as sorority members, could be seen at the huge Zollman's bash given by Beta, Kappa Alpha, Phi Delt, Phi Kap, and SAE where the band, Indecision, played. Other fraternities hiring live bands included PiKA's annual blow-out with the Bone Shakers and Sigma Chi's party with The Rhinos.

Still other fraternities, like Phi Psi and Sig Ep held annual costume parties. In addition, Fiji held their traditional Heaven and Hell party with Chi Omega in which one's costume determined his or her destination. Some organizations used the holiday to help the community. The Chi Omegas served as "Ghost Guides," the Thetas helped out as "Witch Watchers," and Kappa held their first annual "Great Pumpkin Hunt" to benefit the National Forests after extreme forest fires. In general, with so many events going on, it was impossible to avoid getting into the spirit of Halloween and donning your favorite costume for a night on the town full of ghosts, goblins, and endless surprise.
LOOKING BACK...

In 1954, Halloween spirit prevailed as the theme for the "Opening Dance Weekend." Halloween was celebrated campus-wide, as the school hosted big bands, a pep rally, and a football game. In that year, the theme was Charles Addams' "Monster Rally" and students arrived dressed according to the theme. A presentation of several of Addams' ghoulish cartoons added to the festivities of the event.
LOOKING BACK...

The first Parents' Day was held in November of 1955. The agenda for the 1955 weekend was similar to our 1990 version. It included meetings between the parents and faculty, an address by the President of the University, luncheons on the lawn and sporting events. Approximately 450 parents attended the first weekend, and it was later announced a great success.
Parents' Weekend

The weekend of November 1st brought a flood of families into the Washington and Lee community for our annual Parent's Weekend. The university and other organizations provided parents and students with many ways to enjoy each others' company, from a concert in the Lenfest Center and President Wilson's speech to a luncheon on the lawn and various sporting events. Those whose families could not attend still participated in the events of the weekend through receptions given by the International House and the Minority Students Association for the "orphans."
LOOKING BACK...

Christmas Weekend has not always been a big to-do at W&L. In 1941, W&L’s weekend consisted of a "Varsity Show," the musical comedy, Say It Again. Proceeds from the show went to the Lexington Children's Clinic. The only parties were announced in the Ring -Tum Phi that week, and those were held by Pika, SAE, Pi Phi, and KA after the show. The parties followed the Christmas theme, including "trees, tinsel, wreaths, lights, and mistletoe," according to that edition of the Phi.
This year Christmas Weekend fell on the weekend of December 6-8, a bit later than usual due to our late start in September. No one missed the chance to demonstrate their holiday spirit. Even the city of Lexington celebrated "Merry Lexington," with open houses in local stores offering reduced prices and hot cider and cookies to encourage recession-weary shoppers. The Student Activities Board did its part to help those last minute date seekers by sponsoring "Indecision" in the Pit on Wednesday night and comedian Danny Wilson on Thursday.

Once the pressure of finding a date was over, it was time to relax and enjoy the festivities. Some fraternities kicked things off with faculty cocktail parties Friday afternoon, followed by dinner and more parties, hall crawls, or gatherings at the Palms.

Saturday afternoon activities began late, to give everyone time to recuperate from the previous evening. The day was spent in a variety of ways, from philanthropy to football, to preparation for Saturday night, but no matter what the event was, one can be sure that everyone involved shared in the holiday spirit.

As afternoon turned to evening, students shed their casual clothes for more formal attire: tuxedos or khakis for the guys, and black (especially velvet) dresses for the women. More cocktail parties were held, and some included the exchange of Christmas gifts. Some fraternities dined together, while others chose to go in smaller groups to local restaurants. After dinner, the weekend ended with a bang, as fraternities had loud parties with bands or other entertainment.

Whatever anyone did to celebrate the season, W&L students enjoyed Christmas Weekend as a time of friendship and holiday cheer before the pressure of exams set in.
Since Omicron Delta Kappa was founded at W&L in 1914, it has established chapters at most of the leading colleges and universities across the country. The Tapping ceremony held annually to initiate the new members often attracts speakers who have proven their leadership ability in one way or another. In 1968, Richard Nixon, at the time, former Vice-President of the United States, spoke at the assembly.

Third-Year Law
Scott A. Butler
Bonnie L. Hobbs
Elizabeth L. Ewert
Severn S. Miller
Lori A. Phelps

Seniors
Wangdali Bacdayan
Armando F. Benincasa
Sarah E. Briggs
John T. Cox
E. Whitney Hopkins
William G. Jones
Jennifer E. Kacmar
Marjolaine Merryweather
Heather M. Midkiff

Michael G. Patrick
Laura E. Pilachowski
E. Lauren Rowland
Roger P. Sullivan
Katherine A. Walther
Morgan E. Warner
Robert D. Weisgerber
E. Dale Wyatt

Juniors
John S. Darden
J. Heath Dixon
William N. Hannah
B. Robyn McComb
Richard J. Peltz
Amy E. Roberson
Susan H. Wootton

78 years ago, 12 Washington and Lee students came together to form what is now Omicron Delta Kappa, a national honor society recognizing leadership, service, and academics. This year, as the 1992 initiates participated in the induction convocation in Lee Chapel, original member Rupert Latture celebrated his 100th birthday. Held on January 19, the ceremony honored Robert E. Lee’s birthday as well.

During the 1991-92 school year, the Student Activities Board, as well as other organizations were extremely active providing entertainment for the student body. Bands played on most Wednesday nights in the General Headquarters where music ranged from progressive to country to classic rock. Such bands as Bently Tock, Down Boy Down, and the Megaphonics, just to name a few.

SAB booked several bands to play in the pavilion. Squeeze played for Homecoming, Blues Traveller, The Ital, The Band, and the Pat Curtis Orchestra all played for Fancy Dress, and the Connells performed during Alumni Weekend. Wynton Marsalis was a special concert in the Lenfest Center, and during Spring Term, SGG&L performed on the colonade. All in all, top quality as well as popular musicians were provided this year for the student's pleasure.
Women's Rush

This year marked a monumental rush in the history of Washington and Lee sororities. Pi Beta Phi successfully colonized on our campus, becoming the fourth sorority at W&L. Quota was adjusted to ensure success for Pi Phi. This required the three established sororities, Kappa Alpha Theta, Kappa Kappa Gamma, and Chi Omega, to sacrifice large pledge classes. However, everyone was willing to do this because they understood the importance of bringing a fourth sorority on campus.

Having established these guidelines for rush, Pi Phi conducted its rush consistent with the other three sororities. Therefore, beginning on January 10 with Open House, and concluding on January 15 with preference night, freshmen as well as upperclass women engaged in the frenzy of women’s rush. Although rush was often nerve-wracking for the women, the excitement of preparing for the parties and meeting new people made it an overall enjoyable experience.
LOOKING BACK...

Sororities colonized for the first time on the W&L campus in January, 1989. The three national women's fraternities chosen by the Sorority Advisory Committee to colonize here were Kappa Alpha Theta, Kappa Kappa Gamma, and Chi Omega. Women were selected through an interview process, and each group initiated about 80 women in April.
Friday, March 27, 1992

A Return Voyage to the Age of Exploration
The first Fancy Dress Ball was held in 1907 and cost a measly $42 to put on. It was a costume ball with free admission but a $2 fee for a costume and a VMI orchestra provided the entertainment. About 40 couples and 50 dateless or stags attended the first of these annual gala events.
The eve of March 27 brought W&L students and staff together to celebrate the 500th anniversary of the beginning of "The Age of Exploration." This year's Fancy Dress officially began on Wednesday night in the GHQ with the Kingpins on stage. As usual, the Pit was packed with students eager to begin the weekend. On Thursday, many organizations took the opportunity to hold dinners and gatherings before Blues Traveller performed at the Pavilion.

The big day finally arrived, and students scurried around town taking care of last minute errands. Many fraternities held afternoon gatherings despite the rainy weather. After the dinners and cocktail parties, the elegant guests made their way up to the ball. The gymnasiums were transformed to depict the Old World (Doremus) and the New World (Warner). The guests had the option of dancing to the Pat Curtis Orchestra or the Italos, and later, The Band.

Saturday turned out to be a beautiful day to recuperate from the previous evening and to rest up for the upcoming band parties. All in all, the 85th Annual Fancy Dress Ball will bring back fond memories for all.
MOCK CONVENTION

MARCH 6-7, 1992
After nearly three years of preparation, the 1992 Mock Democratic Convention roared into Lexington on the first weekend of March. For two full days, this quadrennial event unified the campus in an effort to accurately predict the Presidential nominee for the Democratic Party. When the heated floor debates, bombastic speeches and tedious roll calls finally came to an end on Saturday afternoon, W&L students selected Arkansas Governor Bill Clinton as their nominee on the first ballot.

The weekend began with the traditional parade “down Main Street” with fifty meticulously constructed floats showcasing the distinctive features of their respective states. The frivolity of the parade soon gave way to the serious business of the first session of the Convention. A variety of speakers gave their introductory remarks to the Convention delegates and reminded them of their important duty.

Early Friday evening, the Second Session commenced with Opening Remarks from former Speaker of the House Thomas P. “Tip” O’Neill. Another Bostonian, Governor Michael Dukakis took the podium to discuss the party platform and the future of the Democrats in 1992. The microphone was then turned over to the delegates at large who proceeded to vigorously debate the platform which had been presented to them. As the debate grew rowdier the Chairmen wisely decided to conclude debate and adjourn until Saturday morning.
The final session of the convention drew nationwide attention for the Keynote Address from New York Governor Mario M. Cuomo. His oratory stirred the delegates into a near frenzy and it seemed that a “Draft Cuomo” movement could be viable possibility on the floor. When the first ballot was decisively tallied, this crusade had lost its fire and Governor Bill Clinton took the nomination with 809 votes. Governor Cuomo did receive the Vice-Presidential nod - a selection based more from appreciation than authentic research. All in all, the 20th Mock Convention was an enormous success and everyone enjoyed themselves and are sure to have fond memories of it.
LOOKING BACK...

W&L's quadrennial Mock Conventions all have their own unique anecdotes and memories. But, perhaps the most famous, and tragic incident occurred in 1956. The Keynote speaker, Kentucky Senator and former Vice-President Alben Barkley, collapsed from a sudden heart attack, and soon after, was announced dead. However, this is far from ordinary and the Mock Conventions are remembered by all as festive and valuable experiences.
Lenfest Center
This year, the Lenfest Center finished its first full season since its opening last year. The 1991-92 season hosted 85 performances with over 24,000 people in attendance. All of the events were sponsored by the Concert Guild, the Theatre Department, the Music Department or the Lenfest Center.

The Concert Guild Series had 6 major attractions which included: I Musici Di Montreal, a Canadian chamber orchestra; The Ablemarle Ensemble, The Ames Quartet, a piano quartet, The Chestnut Brass Company, Jerome Rose and more.

The Theatre Series included four major productions. St. Joan of the Stockyards, started off the season, The Perfect Servant and Sam Shepherd's True West were also performed. The season ended with the grand finale of A Funny Thing Happened On the Way to the Forum.

The Music Department provided the community with a wide sampling of concerts. Some of the favorites included: Homecoming Choral Concert, Holiday Concert, the Intercollegiate Men's choruses festival and the Alumni Glee Club Concert.

The Lenfest Series provided three great performances with the financial aid of the class of 1964. The Series opened with the opera La Traviata, sung in English by a San Francisco company. The second production was by the world famous dance troupe of Alvin Ailey. The third and final event of the series was the King's Singer's who are a British singing group whose repertoire ranges from classical to rock.

Overall, it was a very busy season. Next year, there are plans to increase the number of performances to ensure the opportunity to purchase tickets and take advantage
This year's annual senior party was much like those of the past. Freshmen, sophomores and juniors joined the seniors, for a small fee, out at Zollman's beginning at three in the afternoon. Students and soon-to-be graduates danced to various bands, kicked many kegs and created more happy memories to keep for the years to come. Live Drive once again transported partygoers all afternoon and night, but with the hundreds of students at Zollman's, sober rides were a commodity. Overall, everyone had a blast with the seniors sharing one last great blowout together and underclassmen celebrating the beginning of summer vacation.
Senior Party
Seniors anxiously waited behind the colonnade for the procession to their Baccalaureate, hoping the rain would not come. Indeed the rain did not come, this day, and the clouds and sun played peek-a-boo allowing for a fair, breezy afternoon. The ceremony began with an address by President Wilson and ended with lunch in the Plaza. The excitement of the day filled the air as the graduating students waited for their diplomas to be given out the next day.
Graduation
Rain, rain, rain! This spring W&L seemed to have had more than its share of rainy days and commencement was not spared. The usual plans to hold graduation in VMI's Cameron Hall in cases of rain were abandoned to the seniors' delight. Rather President Wilson announced that the Warner Center would be the rainy day site and hundreds of students, parents and friends crammed in the gym. The air was stuffy and hot but that could not erase the pride and joy on nearly 400+ faces as each senior received his degree.
June 4, 1992
Looking Back...

W&L has had many distinguished speakers come share their insights with us. Such guests have ranged from Barry Goldwater in 1968 to Truman Capote and George Plimpton in 1976 to John Updike in 1990. Such varied speakers have enriched the education we receive at W&L.
Once again, Contact, and various other organizations brought a wide variety of speakers to the W&L community. The year began with Reverend Edward A. Malloy, President of the University of Notre Dame, addressing the students at opening convocation. Throughout the year large crowds gathered to hear such famous speakers as basketball commentator Dick Vitale; former Attorney General, Ed Meese; Dinesh D'Souza, editor of the Dartmouth Review; three time Pulitzer Prize political cartoonist and creator of "Joe", Jeff MacNelly; and a debate between the former head of the FBI Enforcement Agency, Peter Bensinger and Timothy Leary, former Harvard professor of psychology.

As the world was changing, W&L was staying in tune. Several speakers from Poland and what was once the Soviet Union came to Washington to discuss the state of affairs. Robert Mroziewicz, Polish Ambassador to the United Nations, as well as Anatoly Golubovsky of Russia, Igor Khrapov of the Soviet Embassy, and other high ranking Soviet officials all made visits to the campus.

A special opportunity for the community was the appearance of Britain’s former Prime Minister, Margaret Thatcher at VMI. This year also marked the beginning of the Robert L. Telford Distinguished Lecture Series, an endowment established by a 1922 W&L graduate to support the visits of men of national and international stature. The lecture series brought Oscar Arias, the former President of Costa Rica in the fall. In the spring, former President of the United States Jimmy Carter spent an hour with a group of students answering questions and then addressed the community in the Warner Center that evening. All in all, W&L attracted informative and entertaining guests that everyone enjoyed.
Spring term of 1992 brought a little more rain than most. Woods Creek flooded and the water at Goshen rose so high, the rocks seemed to have disappeared. But there were sunny days, too. Students spent lazy days in the sun on picnics (with their books, of course), fishing or tubing down the river. Many students went to Washington D.C. for internships or abroad to study in Europe. Others stayed in Lexington and enjoyed the many spring term parties or the different courses offered during this term. These last six weeks of school proved to be a great warm-up for summer vacation.
Spring Term
The W&L dog is as much a part of Washington and Lee as the students are. They practically are students here at W&L but it can unarguably be said that they have it better than we do: no tests, papers, presentations to give. Yet they get all the same benefits we have: Spring Term, the Co-op, the country, the Maury River, parties, etc. Throughout the year they travel to the Hill every morning and afternoon to meet their other dog friends to play in front of the Collonade or to eat left-overs at the Co-op. But during Spring Term, they too seem to have the best time, when they can play in the river or out in the country.

The dogs that frequent the Hill have specific personalities and people notice when a dog gets a haircut or is missing for a while. Most students have dogs that they like better than the others: "that dog has the attention span of a flea" or "that dog is a little runt and marks his territory all over the Hill!" It may be hard for an outsider to understand the W&L dog, but if you look in local stores, you'll notice the importance we place on dogs when you see the W&L insignia on dog collars and matching leashes. These animals are as much a part of our campus as we are and an afternoon on the Hill wouldn't be the same without them.
CHARLES EDWARDS, ANN BARTON

1ST ROW: MORGAN WARNER, RACHAEL EASTON, CINDY HEFFERN
2ND ROW: BILL BRINKMAN, MIKE SERESTA, CHARLES EDWARDS, JAY FERTILE
1ST ROW: CAROLINE WALKER, CULLINS CARRIKER, LEA WEBER (93); 2ND ROW: ROBIN DRU, B.J. LEAGUE, ALISON SCHWAB (93), CHRISTY JOHNSON (93)

HEATHER MIDKIFF, SONJA TILLBERG, "LIBERTY"

BETH SYMONDS, ERIC
TRUCKER GREG, DABNEY COLLIER, TED ELLIOTT (94), MAX DUNLAP (93), CHARLES JONES, TOMMY HAGIGH

GRANT WILLARD, DAVID CARROLL, SCOTT HARKINS, WINTHROP ALLEN, PEYTON CHAPMAN

BOBBY STALLARD, TRAVIS CORDER
1ST ROW: LAUREL ANN MEISKELL, ANGELA MIMS (93), ROBIN DRU, LAURA MUSSER; 2ND ROW: CAROLINE WALKER, AMY ADAMSON (93), ELECTRA MARTIN, SHERRI MILLER

RANDALL ELLIS, WALI BACDAYAN

DAIRY COLLEGE, TED ELLIOTT (MR), MAUN DUNLOP (93), CHARLES JUNE, TAMIY HADGHT
ANN KNOP, MARCY BROWN, BETH SYMONDS, LAURA DOLLAN, ERIKA VOLKEDING
ROCKBRIDGE
REGIONAL JAIL
& SHERIFF’S DEPT.

DABBY COUJER, TED ELLIOT ’93, MAX DUNLAP ’93, CHARLES JONES, TOMMY HAGIGH
LAUREL ANN HEISKELL, STACEY BAKER

ALANA HOBIGAN, EMILY BOTT
CHRIS STARKIE '93, LOUISE ADAMSON, ELIZABETH CURRALL '93

1ST ROW: GARRICK SLATE, MICHAEL WIGERT, ERICK JONES, BRODERICK GRADY; 2ND ROW: CLINT WHEELock, PETER Z. PARKER VI, B.J. GAMBOA, SHANE KIMZEY
1ST ROW: ELAINE HARRIS, 2ND ROW: COURTNEY SMITH (93), LAUREN HARTMAN (93), MEREDITH GRONROOS (93), MICHELLE MAY (93), BETSY KLEINER (93)

KRISTIN GREENOUGH, AMY PANELLA (93), KIM WOLF, DALE WYATT

HOWARD MARTIN (61), BRAD MARTIN
STACEY COFIELD(95), GRACE BROWDER(95), JEN HICKS(95), SARA MORGAN(95), MAMAIE HENDERSON, MARLINA JACKSON(95), BRANED J. HENDERSON(95), KITTER BISHOP(95), APRIL POWELL(95), TERESA LAMAY(95), ERIN METZLER(95), NANCY EDGE(95), DANA CORRELL(95), KATHERINE WALTHER

JAMIE TUCKER, JOHN DONALDSON, DAVE BOHIGIAN

LEE PARKER, BO HANNAH(93), COACH JOHN TUCKER(74), CHARLES EDWARDS
JASON HENDRICKS, LEE CORBIN, DAVE GORDON

JAMIE TUCKER, CLAYTON KENNINGTON, SCOTT HOLSTEAD, HUNTER WILLIAMS, MASON ALLOY, READ FOLLINE

SARAH BRIGGS, LAUREN ROWLAND, JOY STODDARD, MOLLY LYCH
1ST ROW: DAREN ARCH, "TAYLOR," JULIE VENNES. 2ND ROW: KATIE SEEMAN, DEVON MCALLISTER, JENNIFER DONALDSON

TOM COCKRELL, MASON PETTIT, CRAIG HICKS, KEVIN LYDON, MIKE LEE
underclassmen
Amy Adamson
Annapolis, MD
Todd Ammermann
Roanoke, VA
Drewry Atkins
Lexington, VA
Alison Bales
Cincinnati, OH
Jennifer Barross
Annapolis, MD

Susan Barton
Grosse Pointe, MI
Kelly Bass
Lutherville, MD
Karen Bosi
Upper Marlboro, MD
Bryan G. Brading
Leesburg, NC
Jeffrey Brooks
Dunbar, CT

Margaret Brown
Virginia Beach, VA
Robert Burger
Deer Park, NY
Brian Butcher
Newport News, VA
Jennifer Carr
New Philadelphia, OH
Michael Chapman
Middletown, OH
Caroline Clarke
Atlanta, GA
Heather Cook
Fairlawn, NJ
Adam Thomas Craddock
St. Louis, MD
Christopher Crenshaw
Richmond, VA
John Cross
Weston, CT
Charles T. Crothers II
Rising Sun, MD
Elizabeth Curry
Gaithersburg, MD
Caroline Dawson
Baltimore, MD
Michael Desaulnier
Woodstock, CT
Jon Dixon
Plano, TX
William Donnelly
Poughkeepsie, NY
Elizabeth Dowling
Ruston, MD
Claire F. Dudley
Jacksonville, FL
Carrie Eubanks
Brownsville, IN
Nondas Farmakis
Athens, Greece
Kathy Ferrell
Cross Lanes, WV
Wm Todd Fielder
Maryland, NY
Ramona Franks
Chattanooga, TN
Katharine Fraser
Montclair, NJ
Mary Jo Geyer
Baltimore, MD

John Godfrey, Jr.
Atlanta, GA
Christine Gorman
Chapel Hill, NC
Meredith Gronroos
Oak Ridge, NJ
Elizabeth Hancock
Houston, TX
Lauren Hartman
Rancho Palos Verdes, CA

Laura Howard
Gaithersburg, MD
John Hunter
Lynchburg, VA
Amy James
Dunwoody, GA
Elisabeth Jennings
Ft. Washington, PA
Betsy Kleiner
Colorado Springs, CO

Kelli Klick
Camp Hill, PA
Cynthia Kowalyk
Northport, NY
John Layman
Huntington, WV
Russell Leavitt
Greeley, CO
Jenna Lohse
Hacketstown, NJ

Stewart Long III
Atlanta, GA
Dorian Lucas
Jacksonville, FL
Mary Mack
Nashville, NC
Michelle May
Cincinnati, OH
Jennifer Mayo
Gulf Breeze, FL

Jennifer McCann
Oradell, NJ
Robyn McCord
Houston, TX
Elizabeth Miller
Goodview, VA
Angela Mims
Petersburg, VA
James Mobley
Atlanta, GA
Monty Moncrief
Ft. Worth, TX
Matthew Montgomery
Stone Mountain, GA
Cary Mosher
Laporte, IN
Hui-Chu Mou
Pokfulam Gardens, Hong Kong
Brandon Nebblett
Baltimore, MD

Hal Newell
Louisville, NC
Heather Olsen
Pecksville, NY
Sean O'Rourke
Plainfield, NJ
Amy Panella
Baltimore, MD
Richard Pelitz
Hunt Valley, MD

Patricia Perdigon
Tampa, FL
Melissa Phillips
Lexington, VA
Tricia Pond
Lynchburg, VA
Jim Prather
Carrollton, GA
Robert Pritchard
Doylestown, PA

Virginia Reeves
Fresno, CA
Heather Rhodes
Ithaca, NY
Amy Roberson
Salem, VA
Lee Rorrer
Floyd, VA
Susan Rucker
Bristow, MD
Robert Wilson
Tyler, TX

Timothy Wolff
Ossining, NY

Susan Wootton
Marietta, GA

Anne Salisbury
Baltimore, MD

Stephanie Sauers
St. Petersburg, FL

Andy Sheriff
Doverestown, PA

Anne Shaw
Stewartstown, PA

Jennifer Singleton
Pasadena, MD

Cara Lee Snyder
Fairmont, WV

Helen Steward
Savannah, GA

Timothy Thompson
Ft. Worth, TX

Jennifer Thorpe
Blacksburg, VA

Mark Van Deusen
Denver, CO

Laura Vaughan
Thomson, GA

D. Todd Walker
West Chester, PA

James Walsh
Alexandria, VA

Lea Weber
Hanover, PA

Teresa Williams
Alexandria, VA
Barry Abernethy  
West Grove, PA

Mary Adickes  
Houston, TX

William Aiken  
Dallas, TX

Carrie Anderson  
Adkisson, KY

Matthew Appel  
Scotch Plains, NJ

Mary Auro  
Garden City, NY

Heather Aussiker  
Colorado Springs, CO

Molly Baber  
Huntington, WV

Gayle Baynham  
Lexington, KY

Timothy Bezkowski  
Bel Air, MD

Paul Bordelon  
Austin, TX

Claudia Bowen  
Americus, GA

Michelle Brion  
Smyre, PA

Amy Brown  
Rochester, VA

Laurence Brown  
Silver Spring, MD
Stefanie Brown  
McLean, VA  
Robin Bryant  
Richardson, TX  
Jeanette Burgess  
Frederick, MD  
Tara Burns  
Clinton Lormers, NY  
Sarah Butler  
Bethesda, MD  

Brian Carpenter  
Seattle, WA  
Bill Chappell  
Richmond, VA  
Hyun Chung  
Baltimore, MD  
Andrea Cobrin  
Wayne, PA  
Andrew Cobrs  
Tucker, GA  

Maurice Cole  
Hillboro, OH  
Stacey Collfy  
Metairie, LA  
Sean Collins  
Metairie, LA  
Horacio Colon  
Rio Piedras, PR  
Rachel Cook  
Boston, GA
Roseanne Cornbrooks
Salisbury, MD
Alison H. Cowand
Chesapeake, VA
Lolita S. Crabbe
Birmingham, AL
Ellen Dean
Rocky Hill, CT
Ryan Dennard
League City, TX

Elizabeth Dettmar
Fairfax, VA
Kimberly Dickinson
Atlanta, GA
Sarah Drain
Orange Village, OH
Christopher Dreibelbis
Lanham, MD
Nathan Dunn
Montgomery, AL

Dena Duzan
San Ramon, CA
Heather Edwards
Beachwood, NJ
Ben Eggleston
Plantation, FL
Charles Erdman
Hershey, PA
Kirsten Ergenbright
Maryville, TN

Laina Ewan
West Hartford, CT
Robert Garner
Lynchburg, VA
James Gilreath, Jr.
Greenville, SC
Mary Elizabeth Goetz
Newtown Square, PA
Lisee Goodkoontz
Richmond, VA

William S. Grant III
Chesapeake, VA
Julie Giverin
Hammond, LA
Miriam Hagensen
Vancouver, WA
Stephanie Harbaugh
Davenport, IA
Jamie Hardman
Spencer, WV

Lorna Haughton
Hershey, PA
Gretchen Hayman
St. Peter, MN
Blair Hixon
La Jolla, GA
Michelle Hobbs
Brentwood, TN
Luther Howell IV
Columbia, SC
Ames Hutton
Dallas, TX
Allison Hyko
Friday Harbor, WA
Matthew Jackson
Hanover, PA
Ivy Johnson
Casper WY
Carlin Jones
Huntington Beach, LA

Frankie Jones
Shreveport, LA
Amanda Keegan
Santa Ana, CA
Francesca Kefalas
Whitestone, NY
Victor Khayat
Potomac, MD
Alison Krentel
Wheaton, IL.
Meredith Metger
Bel Air, MD
Cottingham Miles
San Angelo, TX
Mary Nabers
Birmingham, AL
Wendy Noel
Bethany, WV
Erin Nelson
Massillon, OH

Matthew Newton
Alexandria, VA
Marguerite Nielson
Nashville, TN
Christopher O'Hagan
Williamsburg, VA
Shawn Osdin
Lexington, VA
Binky Parkins
Newark, DE

Nancy Paulovic
Lynbrook, NY
Jennifer Peszka
Harrison, AR
Laura Porcell
Springfield, OH
Amy Rash
Henderson, KY
Anne Redford
Richmond, VA

Rebecca Reed
Coppell, TX
Tommy Ritter
Mountain Brook, AL
Monica Robinson
Houston, TX
Davis Roddey
Memphis, TN
Jennifer Roscoe
Glenwood, MD

Alex Ruskell
Houston, TX
Kathleen Savory
Idaho Falls, ID
Heather Schader
Boulder, CO
Andrew Schneider
Scarsdale, NY
Valerie Shannon
Houston, TX

Joel Shinosfield
Minneapolis, MN
Helen Sibley
Atlanta, GA
Holly Simmons
Baltimore, MD
Bethany Smith
Gaithersburg, MD
Sarah Smith
Wilmington, DE
T. Patrick Smith
Middletown, NJ
Pearce Smithwick
Athens, GA
John Sorrells III
Lexington, VA
Elizabeth Storey
Columbia, MD
Krista Taurins
York, PA

James Tisdale
Frederick, MD
Eliza Tobias
Cincinnati, OH
Katherine Townley
Oklahoma City, OK
Julie Townsend
Knoxville, TN
Henry Van Os
Duluth, GA

Laura Vawter
Tampa, FL
Laura Vockel
Dallas, TX
Kimberly West
Yardley, PA
Christina Wheeler
Austin, TX
Brian Widener
Stephens City, VA
Katherine Adams
Pembroke Pines, FL
Christopher Albert
Baltimore, MD
Caroline Amason
Birmingham, AL
Sarah Aschenbach
Potomac, MD
Carrie Baker
Germantown, TN

John Barrett IV
Gettysburg, PA
Katharine Barton
New Canaan, CT
Devin Batteh
Jacksonville, FL
Joyce Bautista
Bonita, CA
Pina Benincasa
Lexington, VA

Kristin Berg
Marietta, GA
Compton Biddle
Davidsonville, MD
Joseph Bishop
Belden, MS
Kathy Bouzer
Columbia, SC
Douglas Boyles
The Dalles, OK
Ayanna Brady
Hattfield, PA
Lawson Brice
Smiths, AL
Roger Briggs
Richmond, VA
Lauren Brillante
Bowie, MD
Matthew Brock
Lookout Mountain, TN

Michael Brooks
Nashville, TN
Kelly Brotzman
APO, AE
Elise Brown
Bethesda, MD
Meredith Brown
Mobile, AL
Jeffrey Bunting, Jr.
Cross Plains, TN

Jennifer Burdick
Arlington, TX
Finbar Burke
Rochester, NY
Todd Barkey
Hilton Head Island, SC
Douglas Burn
Waverly, PA
Frost Bush
Savannah, GA
Thomas Campbell
Hot Springs, VA

James Cann
Richmond, VA

Smith Carlson
Germantown, WI

Alan Carter
Lexington, KY

Robert Carter
Short Hills, NJ

Lucy Cavett
Maitland, FL

Jason Chartrand
Jacksonville, FL

John Cherry
Atlanta, GA

Alan Christensen
South Charleston, WV

Todd Cleaninger
Columbia, SC

John Cochran
Indianapolis, IN

Stacey Cofield
Rochester, MN

David Cohen
Miquon, PA

Francie Cohen
Virginia Beach, VA

Lindsay Coleman
Glenmoor, PA
Mark Connolly
Long Valley, NJ
Elise Copeland
Jackson, MS
Leslie Copeland
Mesquite, LA
Dana Cornell
Pelham Manor, NJ
Lisa Corwin
Olympia, WA

Patricia Coughlin
Babson Park, FL
Jill Covington
Coronado, CA
Grant Cowell
Westfield, NJ
John Cox
Ann Arbor, MI
James Coyle
Gainesville, GA

Robert Craig
Houston, TX
Mark Crider
Russell, KY
Bridget Cronin
Webster Groves, MD
Rebecca Crow
Culpeper, VA
Richard Cummins
Nashville, TN
Melissa Curtis
Middleton, NJ
Thomas Day
Greenville, NE
Damien Del Russo
Highlands, NJ
Drew Denko
San Francisco, CA
Deirdre Denoechand
New Orleans, LA

Susan Deutsch
Smithtown, NY
Derek DeVries
Riverside, CT
Theodore Dimity
Houston, TX
Kit Dodds
Columbia, SC
Stacy Donovan
Westminster, MD

Samuel Drennen
Charleston, WV
Megan Duncan
Hershey, PA
James Durbin
St. Louis, MO
Kandace Darden
Atlanta, GA
Andrew Dutton
Denver, CO

Christopher Ebel
Rochester, MN
Kerry Egan
Massapequa, NY
Robert Elton
Bowling Green, KY
Kris Fegenbush
Danville, KY
Daniel Felton IV
Marianna, AR

Charles Ferguson
Abilene, TX
Jane Finney
Virginia Beach, VA
Susan Fisher
Charlotte, NC
Lisa Florentine
New Canaan, CT
Joseph Frampton
Paducah, KY

Amy French
Paradise Valley, AZ
Robert Gumble III
Charleston, SC
Allyson Gardner
New Albany, IN
Catherine Gartin
Plantation, FL
Brenda Gibbs
Newark, DE
Robert Hines
Brewton, AL
Samuel Hocking
Medford, NJ
Nicole Hodurski
Montgomery, AL
Leslie Holben
Denver, CO
Shaf Holden
Florence, AL

Grant Holicky
New Hartford, NY
Elizabeth Hoffeman
Chevy Chase, MD
Samantha Hollomon
Dallas, TX
William Huck
Conway, SC
Cameron Huddleston
Bowling Green, KY

Marina Jackson
Houston, TX
Richard Jackson
Severn Park, MD
Sean Johnson
Simsbury, CT
Mellinda Johnston
Longview, TX
Amy Jones
Houston, TX
Heather Kane
Belleville, NJ
Ashlie Kauffman
White Hall, MD
Jacob Kimball
Dumaguete City,
Philippines
Bryan King
Germantown, TN
Donald King
Atlanta, GA

Justin King
Oklahoma City, OK
Michael Kronthal
Fairfax, VA
Jeffrey Laborde
New Orleans, LA
Christopher Lamberson
Germantown, TN
Anne-Michelle Langlois
Gulfport, MS

Jennifer Latham
Richmond, VA
Katie Lenker
Harrisburg, PA
Jeffrey Lewis
Gainesville, FL
Krista Lindsey
Jacksonville, FL
Kristi Liptak
Atlanta, GA
Meredith Long
Norfolk, VA
Heather Loveland
Ingalls, KS
Peyton Lowrance
Dallas, TX
Gregory Lynch
Wayne, PA
Jennifer Lynch
Medford, NJ

Vanessa Mackinlay
Virginia Beach, VA
Michael MacLane
Atlanta, GA
Susan Mahan
Jackson, MS
Melissa Malone
Parsons, KS
Daniel Mann
Danville, KY

Allen Marshall
Griffin, GA
Andrew Mascolino
Washington D.C.
Evan McAvoy
Andover, PA
Megan McCloskey
Davidsonville, MD
Brian McClung
Mendota Heights, MN
Carrol Pierce
Dallas, TX
Adam Plotkin
Richmond, VA
April Powell
Point Pleasant, WV
Beth Provanzana
Worthington, OH
Jennifer Queen
San Diego, CA

Leslie Ratz
Houston, TX
Kristen Rawlings
Columbia, MO
Katherine Ray
Charlotte, NC
Marisa Ritter
Dallas, TX
Ryan Roberts
Muncie, IN

Joseph Jude Robinette
Bristol, TN
Carl B. Robinson
Nashville, TN
John Rowe
Decatur, GA
Eleanor Roy
Louisville, KY
Alexander Russell, Jr.
Savannah, GA
Josh Sokoloff
Skillman, NJ
Carrie Southgate
River Vale, NJ
Anne Spruill
Williamsburg, VA
Todd H. Stanton
Atlanta, GA
Genen Stein
Oklahoma City, OK

E. Brys Stephens
Birmingham, AL
Katherine Stephens
Cincinnati, OH
Matt Strock
Dallas, TX
Andrew Southard
Lake Forest, IL
Peter Tapley
Bel Air, MD

Carter Tharpe
Macon, GA
Jeffrey Tibbals
Dallas, TX
Katie Tollison
Rivier, VA
Stephanie Tomasso
Darnestown, MD
Christopher Topoleski
Long Valley, NJ

LaKeisha Townes
Richmond, VA
Talmadge Trammell
Alice, TX
Faith Truman
Wilmington, DE
Sarah Tune
Roanoke, VA
John L. Turner V
Atlanta, GA
Duane Van Ardale  
Somervile, NJ
Jonathan Van Dyke  
Etters, PA
Jackie VanVliet  
Vienna, VA
Catherine Verlander  
New Orleans, LA
Mariieken A. Verspoon  
Falls Church, VA

Elizabeth Zarek  
Gothenburg, NE
Marissa Vivona  
Atlanta, GA
Alexis Walker  
Dania, FL
Bryan Walton  
Birmingham, AL
Wm Washburn  
Richmond, VA
Douglas Watson  
Sewickley, PA

Paul Wright  
Lancaster, PA
Terrence Wylie  
Bethesda, MD
Elizabeth Zareck  
Gothenburg, NE

Elizabeth Weaver  
Roanoke, VA
Jessica Willet  
Fayetteville, NY
Robert Williams  
Jacksonville, FL
Robin Williamson  
Fairfax Station, VA
Melissa Wolf  
Rose Valley, PA

Melissa Wolf  
Rose Valley, PA
greek
Beta Theta Pi had a great year in 1991-92. The renovated chapter house worked out well and there were lots of good times there.

The house will miss the sixteen graduating seniors, whose guidance kept Beta out of trouble and fifth in grades amongst the fraternities. New president David Shiminger will lead Beta into the next year and continue the fine traditions of the past.
Kevin Bauer, Andy Bleyer, Roger Briggs, Jim Cadranell, Jaimie Cann, Bob Chandler, Will Conrad, Jim Cooper, Sebastian Cross, Coleman Devlin, John Donaldson, Ryan Donaldson, Gary Dracula, Sam Drennen, Todd Ezrine, Mouse Fuller, Brandon Green, Lee Higgins, John Kannapell, Bean King, Pete Klingelhofer, Christopher Lamberson, John Leggette, Chad Loizeaux, Greg Lynch, Scott Mackley, Tim McCarthy, Chris Murphy, Brian Murtagh, Jeff O'Brien, Rich Painl, John Phiser, Scott Prigge, Rob Rambo, David Schiminger, Jamie Selway, Andrew Suthard, Andrew Taggart, Kelly Vandever, Brian Watkins
With the addition of brand new radiator covers in the Lodge, the 1991-92 year looked as bright as ever. Thanks to the Sergeant and his platoon of tireless workers, Chi Psi was in top form for the start of another glorious school year. The modified Hollins apartment parties kicked off what was to be a very successful Rush. The Lodge took under its collective wings 17 outstanding young gentlemen. The Bopcats, Boneshakers, and the Slam! provided the tunes and Crash Jackson provided the entertainment/coronary for the rest of brotherhood.

It was a regular pagan orgy when Bidness rolled into town. Chi Psi's annual Toga Party was a success once again. Slug was chased by a sociopath, while Mask was seen flying through the air on a broomstick with Jerry in tow. Our local chapter of Nintendo Addicts Anonymous was too busy dueling with Bowser to realize there was life outside the Lodge.

Led by our fearless and emaciated leader, Trevor "Bonerack" Hildebrand, our brothers placed fourth among fraternities in GPA and our freshman placed first in pledge GPAs. In addition, our autumn intramural squads proved their worth as Chi Psi excelled on all playing fields. Moreover, Coach Canfield had his share of Lodge hoopsters as Paul Baker(6'2", 6'6" with his afro). Lurch, and PeeWee were PTPers for this year's Generals as Dickie V. and Timmy G. looked on.

With the winter snow came skinny tubing down the front lawn. Mock Convention came and went in a blur as Lodgers donned their donkey masks and participated in the momentous occasion. Slackers Pod and Chuck ran the Illinois Delegation, while Eight-Ball headed up the Puerto Rican Delegation. Furthermore, several Lodgers including Neck, Bonerack, and Woody were busy shucking corn husks with the Nebraska Delegation.

Finally, the end of March brought Washington and Lee's annual Fancy Dress Ball and the weather held up long enough for the Lodge to enjoy a relaxing afternoon on the front lawn while the Yeti was sighted in Room #4. All in all, the year has been most excellent, Shhyeaa, Right!! Hello!!!
2nd row: "Quist", Matt Gilman, Mike Williams, Dennis Schwegel, Dave Stevens, Phil McKoy, Robb Ostrom, Trevor
Hildebrand, Matt Zamaloff;
3rd row: John Reisenweber, Jim Johnston, Lee Parker, Richard Hoover, Sean "Twinkie" Johnson, Rick Scherer, John
Hudson. Rob Carter, Craig Burke;
4th row: Alfred Lang, Tim Beczkowski, Bart, Chris Main, C. Scott Smith, Ben Weinstein, Marty Mahoney, "Rockbone",
Mark Connely, Bjorn Chavez, Grant Cowell
With coverage in metropolitan newspapers from New York to South Carolina, and more front page articles in the Ring-tum Phi than we would care to mention, Phi Chapter of Delta Tau Delta has had more press time than any other fraternity at Washington and Lee this year. Unfortunately, the cause of all this attention has been more a source of embarrassment than pride. Apparently, certain members of the University community were not pleased with the premature "renovations" a few members of our chapter chose to undertake.

Fortunately, these problems are now behind us. When the suspension is complete next year, we are prepared to return to the campus in a newly renovated house, with two of the strongest classes Delta has seen in recent years. The anticipated successful rush will return the Chapter to prominence in the Greek community and on the Hill.

In the meantime, our spirits have not been dampened in the least. Our social calendar for the remainder of the year hopes to match what we’ve already experienced this year. With Delt's now spread throughout Lexington and throughout the country, we should have no shortage of places to party.

We all give our best to our graduating seniors: '91 President Chris Barker, Jason Hendricks, Lee Corbin, Frank Martien, Ray Friedman, and Carli Flippen. Also, best wishes to Tate Saunders, Jay Fertile, and perpetual undergraduate Jamie Campbell, as each enters his own version of the "real world".
Michael Avery, Christopher Barker, Steven Bender, Joseph Bush, George Churchill, Lee Corbin, Michael Desaulnier, Joseph Eggleston, Charles Flippen, John Fowler, Raymond Friedman, Matthew Haar, Thomas Hansen, Laurence Hautau, Jason Hendricks, Thomas Hespos, Richard Hill, Jason Jenkins, Jameson Leonard, Frank Martien, Patrick McCabe, Matthew McCollum, Raymond Mees, Gregory Patterson, Justin Peterson, Colin Ranieri, Tate Saunders, Douglas Watson, Robert Wilson, Eric Young
Kappa Alpha Order was founded at Washington and Lee in Lexington, Virginia, in 1865. But 125 years later, the Alpha Chapter, still extant, proved to be as solid as ever. Under the fearless leadership of Hunter Williams and his advisors, Reid Folline and Jason Gordon (the second and third in command, respectively), KA played significant roles in many aspects of campus and community life. The brothers of KA were well represented in many leadership positions on the field and on the Hill. Not only were there KAs participating in varsity wrestling, soccer, track, basketball, and lacrosse, but there were also KAs holding captains’ positions on the golf, baseball, and football teams. In addition, there were KA brothers committed to positions on the EC, SAB, Kathekon, Class Offices, IFC, and SCC. KA was also proud to see brothers inducted into Phi Beta Kappa. The KA house made special efforts to become more involved in community affairs as well this year. Several KA brothers were dedicated to the development of Young Life, including the leader of the Rockbridge High School group. There was a great effort on part of the brotherhood to help the homeless at Gladys House, and KA was also able to sponsor a Santa Claus Christmas party for Children around the Lexington area. [A special note: Ham’s in love. Quil! The one and only Rita. Hey - freedummy, “close call”. His O.K. to laugh in bed as long as you don’t point. GTP(priaprism)]
The 1991-1992 school year was a very eventful and exciting one for the Mu Chapter of Kappa Sigma not only in the social functions that occurred, but also with the campus leadership positions many brothers held.

The great year began when the new house at 220 East Nelson Street officially opened over Homecoming Weekend. The social calendar was full for the rest of the year. Parties such as Halloween, Christmas Weekend, and Bahamas were all memorable; but the best weekends of the year were the always fun Redneck Party and Fancy Dress. Bands like Doug Clark and the Hot Nuts, Allgood Music Company, Wildgrass, and Cho could all be heard coming from the basement of the Kappa Sig house during the year. Alumni of all ages returned in May to see the new house, trade stories of when they were here, and hear the Megaphonics.

The successful year was also reflected by the many leadership positions Kappa Sigs held on campus. Brothers were selected to join organizations such as Kathelen, Phi Beta Kappa, Omicron Delta Kappa, and Contact. Several brothers for the Spectator and Ariel. A few were elected to positions on the Executive Committee, and for the second time in three years President of the IFC. The Mu Chapter was buzzing with talk of the 1992 Mock Democratic Convention since many were state chairmen or on the Steering Committee for the very successful event. Kappa Sigs were active in athletics with members on the cross country, volleyball, tennis, and golf teams. Finally, a strong community service program continues to grow.

All in all, the Mu Chapter of Kappa Sigma had a great year and would like to say farewell and good luck to our seniors... Vidal; Dirty Larry; Brother Merchant; BI-rad; Dewy; Texas Pete; the Yorker; Stinkbeiner; Zero, I mean, the Wedge; the Jeepster... and in December the Dick Dog...
William Aiken, Woodrow Barnes, Derick Belden, Paul Bordelon, Billy Brinkman, Jeremy Carroll, Richard Chapman, Sean Collins, Taylor Crothers, Jay Darden, Andrew Finkbeiner, Jonathan Gilliland, John Givens, Carl Goodman, J.P. Hamm, Bo Hannah, Henry Harrison, Paul Howe, Luther Howell, Hampton Johnston, Vincent Keesee, Andrew Keller, James Kull, Brad Martin, Justin McNaull, Trent Merchant, James Mobley, Lloyd Peeples, David Phillips, Christopher Poole, John Reo, John Richert, Jason Robinson, Sam Rock, Dwight Salsbury, Larry Skipper, Fred Sutterlin, Tim Thompson, Jake Toner, Pete Trammell, Henry Van Os, Craig York
Since returning to the newly renovated house in September, the Brothers of the Gamma Phi Zeta of Lambda Chi Alpha have had a very busy, exciting, and fun year. One of the biggest changes for us has been the addition of a house mother, Ms. Charlotte Moore, whom we are very pleased to have with us. The new house is beautiful and by now we have all grown accustomed to it. We have been busy as usual with community service projects, chapter programming, and generally having a good time.

And now for a few inside jokes: the youngster from New York miraculously returned to the majors; Pete Parker, war hero, returned to Lexington, as did Kahuna, with a big ole truck and the nose to match; Spew finally initiated; Bob enjoyed a Roke and...; the Dude Ranch; Kee had dates galore, but "First, a song..."; "NeverMORE"; Lambda Chis hit the stage; Weegs' addition of a beer bottle to Mowry's Porsche; the Iguana; the Ladies' bathroom at the Palms; "Give me a Smoochie!"; Monty rolled his truck; Paunch passed the Bar; the Toolshed; the Godfather; Flick entertained us with Gollum music and the tribal love theme; Moloney suffered a first strike from Red Dawn; O'Hagan and Shane admired each other's siblings; Anthony flooded the house with his joy; Funky Fresh's fish imitations; Wheels is getting out-partied by his namesake; We'll never forget Stanley; "Get on Up" drove everyone crazy; Widener spent more time cleaning his truck than Kee did in the bathroom; Will spent Rush doing the Tomahawk Chop; Zeus and the Dog chaired two states for Mock Convention, and a giant pumpkin highlighted the parade. To sum it all up in two words: Rah! and OP!
The 1991-92 year proved to be a time for continuing tradition, as well as starting new ones. PDT had a very strong showing in Rush by taking 18 pledges. Moving into football season, PDT supported its players by tailgating during the pre-game and moving into the stadium to support the Generals during the game itself. Doug Clark and the Hot Nuts made their annual appearance over Parents’/Halloween Weekend. Over Christmas Weekend gift exchanges brought about some good laughs! A Gold Club t-shirt, a pay rent, or eviction notice for all girlfriends, and a Twins cap for all the Braves fans. In addition to these traditions, PDT started several new ones too. PDT got extensively involved in community service: continued support of Rockbridge Area Recreation Organization (RARO) by supplying volunteers for football and basketball programs; Adopt-a-mile, the highway clean up program; and the Big Brother/Sister program.

Moving into Winter term, PDT sent 2 couples to the Bahamas, another annual occurrence. Superdance provided an opportunity for PDT to once again exhibit its student leadership. We assisted in raising over $30,000 for MD. Moving into March, the Phis played an active role in Mock Convention by acting as chairs for Arkansas, Alabama, Florida, Mississippi, Nevada, South Carolina, and Texas. Later in March, Fancy Dress gave way to another successful Champagne Brunch. Hells Angels and Alumni Weekend ended the social year for the Phis.

In addition to all the social activities, PDT played an active role in student government with the EC V.P., Jr. EC Rep., SCC Chair (Sr. Class Pres.) and soph. class SCC Rep. PDT placed members on many other student committee boards. In all regards, Phi Delta Theta had another solid year at W&L.
The brothers of the Zeta Deuteron Chapter of Phi Gamma Delta began the 1991-92 school year with a bang by hosting "Leggz" during Fraternity Rush, and we have not looked back since. Thanks in part to the huge crowd gathered for this great band, and also to a new-found commitment to Rush, we were able to find twelve men who will continue the proud Fiji tradition at Washington and Lee.

This past year has been an outstanding one both for individual members of the house and the fraternity as a whole. In the area of individual achievement, brothers reached new heights in athletics as well as academics. Sixteen brothers participated in varsity sports, and Fiji provided the co-captain or captain for 3 of those sports: football, baseball, and lacrosse. Senior Robert Huke will participate in the Division III lacrosse all-star game, and junior P.J. Wanieus has been selected as a Division III first team water polo All-American. On the academic front, Kevin Morrison was inducted into Phi Beta Kappa.

When the individual members of a fraternity excel, the fraternity excels as well, and this year the Fiji house has continued its excellent record for achievement and campus involvement. We continued to raise our overall grade point average, and three brothers are listed in the annual Who's Who of American university students on campus. Brothers acted as dorm counselors, resident assistants, and members of the Executive Committee, the Glee Club and University Chorus. In the community, the Fiji house coordinated events at a local Girl Scout camp, Stonewall Jackson hospital, and Central Elementary School, and continued the tradition of raising money for cancer research with our annual "100 Innings" charity event. Overall, the year was one in which the Fiji continued its strong record of campus and community involvement, as well as its reputation as the tightest house on campus.
The 1991-1992 school year was a challenging one for the brothers of Phi Psi. Forced to abandon the sacred halls for house renovation, Phi Psi found scant shelter at the legendary Body Shop, Fred's. Yet amidst the homelessness, the brothers rallied behind the fearless leadership of father-figure and scholar, Matt Smith (who finally came out of Skarda's shadow) and were able to lead W&L in both athletics and academia. Among the many campus leaders, Josh MacFarland, a perennial member of the EC, became President after a nail-biting race. Additionally, Phi Psi was represented on the football, baseball, basketball, lacrosse, rugby, golf, and track teams.

But sadly, Phi Psi sees the graduation of an ever-diminishing senior class. Among those leaving and graduating (?) are: Tons Simon, Doug "Garbage" Lefeuvre, GQ Claypool, Jenny Stier, Chet "what up?" Lewis, Ed "Public Enemy" Gillespie, Hill "love 'em & leave 'em" Goodspeed, George "WK" Sakin, Matt "Dad" Smith, Weisgerbil, and Chris (is he engaged) Miyamoto. Yet, Virginia Beta did witness the Departure Darrin, malt liquor, Lockwood, and the guber from Aruba returning to get his diploma and pick up the semester's bar tab.

Surely, this past year's greatness will be perpetuated in 1992-1993 by the solid sophomore class, the "you should have balled us all" junior class, and the seniors, led by Lord Dark Helmet.
The brothers of Phi Kappa Sigma have been very busy during the 1991-92 school year. The social calendar as usual was chock full of outstanding parties, and the checkerboard was packed as often as the house was not on probation. On an academic note, the house saw its rank among the fraternities jump two places, as an occasional trip to the library paid off.

As for philanthropy, Phi Kappa Sigma's accomplishments were unmatched. Our involvement ranged from RARO coaches to the American Cancer Society and even included volleyball with the local Special Olympics team.

On the athletic side, the Skulls boasted members on the lacrosse, football, basketball, golf, wrestling, soccer, baseball and water polo teams, just to name a few. The house also possessed its share of campus leaders, highlighted by members of the EC, IFC, SCC, Spectator, 2 Varsity captains, and presidents of the sophomore and junior classes.

Overshadowing all, however, was the movement of brothers back into the Alpha Alpha Chapter's new house. The entire house will be sad to see this now-legendary group of seniors graduate this year, but the group has left its mark on both the house and the campus and will not soon be forgotten.
Pi Chapter of Pi Kappa Alpha celebrated its one hundredth anniversary in 1991-92. Under the leadership of Andrew Fox and Kevin Carl, Pi chapter began the year by pledging 28 men, the best and largest pledge class on campus. Adding to Pi chapter's momentum, Joel Shinofield escorted W&L's Homecoming Queen several weeks later. The brothers ended the fall term with Christmas weekend, highlighted by a band party with the 69th annual poem.

PiKA's winter calendar included The Centennial Anniversary Formal, where alumni, brothers, and rooms heard Dr. Coulling reflect on the traditions of Pi Chapter.

Walt "the Bod" Todd then won the trip at the Voodoo Bahamas party. Another historical event, the chickens lived through the party and Pi Chapter avoided a fine for cruelty to animals. Fancy Dress and Alumni weekend were their traditional blurs, but the weekly kegs at the Penthouse were the highlight of winter term Wednesday nights.

Pi Kappa Alpha will mourn the loss of senior leadership, and the loss of its wanna-be seniors Andrew Backwoods Tucker and Hal Danger Waller. However, the remaining gentlemen of Pi Kappa Alpha are ready to uphold their traditions of debauchery and Mad Doggery.
Top Ten Good Things About Pi Phi:

10. Funny nicknames like "Jimmy."
8. Pretty T-shirts our moms will like.
7. Strength of "social member" program.
6. Gratification from strong PUSH program.
4. What be a GPA? We be winnin' IMs.
3. #4 does not reflect the views of Rho Chapter.
2. A brand new house with lots of windows.
1. A boy they call "Sammy P. Phear."
The 1991-92 academic year marked the 125th anniversary of the Virginia Sigma Chapter of Sigma Alpha Epsilon. Though changes have occurred in the last 125 years, the house still carries on with the traditions of old with the same fervor as 1867. The biggest change has been the new house which we brothers are still adapting to. Hansom Smith, though has adjusted better than most, considering his open-door hospitality to the housekeeping on the third floor. Rush this year was a stupendous success, as we "got behind" the freshmen class. The highlight of the year was the visit of Billy Stafford from the Temple at Evanston, whose leadership during Initiation Week set us back on Minerva's Highway, following the path of Brother Hero. The most exciting aspect of the year was the much ballyhooed play of the Fighting Apples, who under the much improved leadership of Robert "The Gipper" Jordan took four individual IM titles and is primed to make a run for it all next year. The lovely Lexington weather made Spring Term a neat experience as a flood wiped out the bottom floor of the Butthole and the cold and the rain kept the feeble inside. The kinder administration of EA Green Pride, with the help of the ever-so-generous First Lady, was a success and will be a tough act to follow for the Chuck Campbell administration. The departing Seniors will be sorely missed. The quiet, modest demeanor of Mr. Willard, escapades of Action Jackson (good luck in August!), and the early morning fruit salads of Sweet P. Chapman will be gone, but not forgotten. But let us not fret their departure, for next year our "fountain of all motivation" will have returned and will be cooking the chicken tenders next fall. Until then, God Bless.
Winthrop Allen, David Archer, George Arthur, Joseph Austin, Jean-Paul Boulee, Charles Brice, George Brock, Terry Brooks, Derek Bryant, Jeffrey Buntin, Chris Calton, Chuck Campbell, David Carroll, Lewis Chapman, John Cherry, Frederick Cooper, James Coyle, Samuel Culpepper, Richard Cummins, Andrew Cunagin, Charles Daniel, George Dickerson, Robert Ducklo, Charles Ferguson, Thomas Grow, Scott Harkins, Robert Hart, Robert Higginbotham, Richard Houston, David Hunter, Christopher Jackson, James Jeter, James Jones, Will Jones, Robert Jordan, John Kalmbach, Bryan King, Matt King, Jeffrey Laborde, Francis LaMotte, George Land, Jeffrey Lewis, Thompson Lykes, Bryan Maedgen, Thomas Mazziotti, James McKnight, Timothy Moorhead, Sam Nickey, Ashley Pennewill, John Porter, Harvey Pride, Joe Pringle, Jason Robertson, Hugh Robinson, Alex Russell, Chris Sackett, Kip Schaumloeffel, David Schwepepe, Glenn Scott, Richard Sherrill, Randolph Smith, Christopher Sullivan, John Suttle, Will Thomas, James Trammell, John Turner, Chris Vinyard, William Willard, James Wilson, Tommy Winn, Andrew Wolff
The Zeta Chapter of Sigma Chi had an outstanding 1991-92 school year as their presence was felt throughout campus. The year began with a Rush which gave us 14 pledges. Once again the leadership of Charles Edwards propelled us through our 125th year at W&L. Having both an excellent overall GPA as well as one of the higher rankings in intramurals showed the true strength of our house.

Individuals also made their mark at W&L. Charles Edwards and Wali Badayan were initiated into Phi Beta Kappa. Evan Allison and Wali were Co-Chairmen for Student Recruitment and William Gilmer, Jim Gilreath, Randy Ellis, Bill Avoli, Evan Patterson, Chip Ridge and Derick Thompson were all members. Jason Kelley, Brian Root, and Tim Molloy dominated the Phi. Evan Patterson, Bill Avoli, Craig Lang and Bob were Mock Convention State Chairmen. Lewis was F.D. Vice-Chairman. In athletics, Wali played his heart out for the football team, Charles once again controlled cross country. Justin was the rugby stud, while Hesse and Molloy streaked around the bases and hit homeruns during the baseball season. Various other brothers were seen making an appearance on the golf course.

But seriously, Chip got his dream for next year, Bill was on cloud nine, the house retained his title, Chisolm forgot women, Lang and Berle shared EVERYTHING, Halloran, Root and Bob became honorary ghosts, Randy bared all, Budman drank all, wedding invitations were expected from Hesse, Dan and Taze! Raph took role, we think. Our new house will be finished by summer—no, never? The pledges loved Trevor and best of all Bronstein will return!!! Good luck to our brothers who are venturing out undaunted, exuberently confident that they will survive.
The 1991-92 school year was a very successful one for the brothers of Sigma Nu Lambda Chapter at Washington and Lee University. A very productive Rush brought the biggest class in two years. The positive attitude produced by such an accomplishment greatly enhanced the rest of the year's many and varied activities.

Leadership positions were held by Sigma Nu's throughout the campus ranging from the student coordinators at the dining hall to Cable Nine to WLUR to the Mock Democratic Convention where two brothers were state chairmen by our Eminent Commander, Heath Dixon. Sigma Nu's served others outside of the University with community service hours more than doubling that of any other campus Greek organization.

By no means did our university and community activities hinder our extensive social agenda, however. Sigma Nu and Boy Oh Boy asked the campus "Why be civilized?" at our annual Shipwreck theme party which proved yet again to be the largest party of the year. Other memorable events included our annual White Rose Formal, Homecoming, and Halloween parties, only to name a few. A special mention also must be extended to the drunken KARAOKE nights at The Palm's which will result in the extension of several brothers' college careers.

Gone, but not forgotten are Travis (off to his singing career), Mike, Bobby, Matt (off to brown-nose with the Alumni Association), Frank, Tom, and Jay (who seemingly can't get away from General's athletics), and Hunter, yes even Hunter, will be leaving us (for what, we are not quite sure). Run away, run away. Despite these departures, the brothers of Lambda Chapter are eagerly looking forward to a successful 1992-93 academic year as Bond and Todd prepare to move to their country estate (The Hermitage) and the mantle of leadership passes from the stern hands of Heath Dixon into the kinder, gentler grasp of Mark Van Deusen.
1992 proved to be a stellar year for the Sigma Phi Epsilon Fraternity. President Brad Peterson, with the assistance of Jim Hess, began the year with an outstanding rush. From that point on the Sig Eps operated as a force within the Greek system and the Washington and Lee community.

Sig Ep leaders occupied a wide array of positions on campus. Michael Patrick, John Flippen, and Dabney Collier held three of the six SAB board positions. While Michael Patrick served as FOC co-chair, John Flippen was acting president of ODK and head of the Virginia delegation during Mock Convention. Roger Sullivan headed the Peer Counselors and Peer Soderberg continued to wrestle phenomenally. Freshman Robert Stewart was elected vice president and served on the SCC. Later he was elected one to the sophomore representatives to the EC. Andy Wright and R.H. Powell chaired the Idaho and American Samoa delegations respectively.

Virginia Epsilon reacted competitively to campus charity events. Members won 1st place in the Theta Gong Show and 2nd place in Kappa’s Jumprope for the Heart. Perhaps the coup of the year was Stickboy and the Catwalkers 2nd place standing in the SAMS LipSync contest. From there the group went on to Daytona Beach where they won the MTV Rock-a-Like contest and the Lip Service game show to benefit multiple sclerosis.

While participating in an array of events, Sig Eps maintained a 3rd place standing in the overall GPA’s of fraternities. As the fraternity looks forward, we expect another banner year under the leadership of Matt Hansen. Yet, we will definitely miss the leadership and influence of those illustrious seniors: Scabney, Rusty, Flippen, Tommy, Festus, Michael, Brad, Sebesta, Peer and Grimace. We wish them the best of luck in all endeavors.
The Xi Lambda Chapter of Chi Omega, under the leadership of Whitney Hopkins, had an excellent 1991-1992 school year as their influence was felt all over campus. Chi-O's had the highest GPA at W&L for the fourth consecutive year, as well as being proudly represented by outstanding members in both ODK and Phi Beta Kappa. Xi Lambda also gave W&L its Paney Dress Chairman with the leadership of Elizabeth Vallotton.

Chi-O's managed to play hard too. The annual Persephone's Gala, Headbangers' Ball with Theta, Dark Side of the Moon with Kappa, and White Carnation Ball were among the fine festivities which Chi-O provided. The sisters also mixed with the law school and several fraternities.

Chi-O charisma helped out the community also, as the chapter tutored elementary school kids in Lexington and B.V. and held a place for trick-or-treaters and their moms to hang out on Halloween. Fraternities and professors benefitted as well on Halloween when Chi Omega carved and delivered pumpkins for each and every one. Xi Lambda also held their first annual fall fashion show at Ramada Inn to benefit Total Action Against Poverty, and began timing the men's and women's swimming teams during meets.

Chi-O enthusiasm was spotted on the scoreboards all over campus as members participated in soccer, lacrosse, volleyball, and track this year. Chi-O colors were also shining on the Calyx, in the Outing Club, and on SAB, to name a few. Overall, Chi Omega had a successful year and is looking forward to an even better one under the leadership of our new President, Tricia Perdigon as Whitney retires from her reign. An awesome pledge class of twenty can wish the Class of 1992 the best of luck for the future!
1991-92 was a banner year for the Zeta Iota chapter of Kappa Alpha Theta. As always, Theta led the way in community service. The year began with Theta having more participants than any other Greek organization in a "move-along-a-thon" for the American Cancer Society. Also in the fall, Theta continued the tradition of the Halloween "witch-watch" with VMI keydets and the Gong Show in the Pit to raise money for Court Appointed Special Advocates. Pledges and actives alike lip-synched at the Pavilion for SAMS. How many acts was Jenny Nasser in anyway??! Theta was also important to the Outing Club's Recycling program in the dorms, with actives volunteering every week to keep the program going. The Triathalon in the spring was another great success for Zeta Iota.

The Boiler Room became familiar to Thetas, since we had an awesome Kite and Key reggae party with Kappa there and then we even transformed the place for our formal, the Twins Stars Ball. Zollman's was a scary sight when Thetas and their dates showed up in leather and chains for our Headbangers' Ball that we had with Chi Omega once again. Theta also invited the new girls on the Hill, Pi Beta Phi to join us for our annual Spring Fling. Date functions were not Thetas' only social outlets. We had mixers with several fraternities, including Pi Phi, Fiji, PiKA, Sigma Chi, and the law school out at Bean's Bottom. We also had "Screw-Your-Sister" bowling again and our first "My-Tie" party.

Thetas were visible in all aspects of W&L life, from Mock Convention to Women's Forum, Student Recruitment, Kathkon, the Phil, Cable 9, WLUR, dorm counselors, and almost all of the women's sports teams. The highlight of the year for Zeta Iota was definitely the addition of 19 new members who were initiated on March 20th. The newest members are an incredible group that the chapter was proud to accept as sisters. Zeta Iota is sad to see the seniors, our last group of charter members, graduate and we thank them for founding this outstanding chapter. We know our newest members will help Theta continue to move forward. Look how far we've come already!!!
The Zeta Tau Chapter of Kappa Kappa Gamma had an exciting year under the leadership of Devon McAllister. Kappas were busy with service work, social events and campus life.

In the fall, The Great Pumpkin Hunt was held to raise money for the George Washington National Forest, which suffered severe forest fire damage. Other service activities included our annual Bowl-a-Thon, dinners for the Gladys House, local PTA babysitting, and the American Heart Association's Jump Rope for Heart.

The social activities of W&L Kappas ranged from the sophisticated to the silly. Parents' Weekend included a football game tailgate for members and their families. Our fall formal was quite a success as Kappas and their dates danced the night away to the Voltage Brothers. Soon after was the infamous Tacky Party mixer which brings out groovy Kappas in bell bottoms and polyester. Other mixers included a wine and cheese party to sound of Ollie Drew and a Saint Patrick's Day bash with Lost in the Supermarket.

Rush went very well for the Kappas with a pledge class of 20 great girls. The successful colonization of the fourth sorority, Pi Beta Phi, is a welcomed addition to the Greek system.

Kappas were also involved in many corners of campus life. They were involved in ODK, Phi Beta Kappa, Kathekon, Jubilee, and the theater to name a few areas. The Mock Convention could not have occurred without the eight dedicated Kappa members of the Steering Committee. There were also three state chairmen and many, many Kappa delegates. Nancy Mitchell and Caroline Wight devoted themselves to the Executive Committee for a challenging, yet rewarding year.

The athletes of Kappa include member and captains of the soccer, volleyball, tennis, and lacrosse teams. Claire Dudley represented Kappa and W&L swimming at Nationals. The women's lacrosse team brought home the ODAC championship.

Kappas also found time for academics, having the highest GPA for the winter term.

The seniors will be missed but not soon forgotten - from Anne S's "engagement" to Devon and Foxy's engaging in silliness during rush. Thanks to Muriel for bringing Kip and Franklin's hidden talents to our attention and thanks to Meme for bringing us together during rush. Kimberly's "soft" voice and Gabrey's J. School talents will be missed. Zauna - the wonder woman of campus activities - will not soon be surpassed.
1991-92 was an exciting year for the Virginia Theta Chapter of Pi Beta Phi, which became the fourth sorority to colonize at Washington and Lee. A very successful rush yielded seventy-one pledges, making up a very strong charter class under the leadership of Drewry Atkins.

Pi Beta Phi was well-represented around campus. Members participated in SAB, JubiLee, Mock Convention, WLUR, Freshman Housing Hosts, Ring-tum Phi, and much more. Pi Phi was also proud to have the 1991-92 Calyx editor, Kelli Klick, as a member. Pi Beta Phi played an important role in Panhellenic with Joanna Love as the Publicity Chairman and Beth Provanzana as Secretary. In addition, Pi Phis were found on the women’s soccer, lacrosse, tennis, softball, and swim teams.

Pi Phi was also active socially, attending mixers with Sigma Chi, Sigma Nu, and Sigma Phi Epsilon. Social Chairman Sarah Tune worked hard establishing new tradition and social functions in 1992 and for years to come. Pi Beta Phi also adopted its own philanthropic projects as well as continuing to support the Pi Beta Phi Settlement School in Gatlinburg, Tennessee, known as Arrowmont School of Arts and Crafts.

Pi Beta Phi looks forward to its future at Washington and Lee. In the upcoming years, Pi Phi will make an even stronger showing in campus and community involvement with the establishment of many new traditions.
SIGMA SOCIETY
sports
Men's coach John Tucker knew he had some proven talent returning, but he could not have dreamed the finish for his talented team. The General's, who had not had a runner advance to the NCAA Championships since 1983, had their best individual season in awhile thanks to Charles Edwards and Bo Hannah. The twosome each ran personal bests at the NCAA Southeast Regionals, earning all-region honors again and advancing to the national meet. That performance capped a stellar year for the men's team, who finished 8-1, including an upset win over regional champion Lynchburg during the season.

**Scoreboard**

- Mary-Wash., 25, W&L 34
- W&L 3rd at Dickin. Invit.
- W&L 20, East. Menn. 40
- W&L 15, Sheperd 50
- W&L 15, Roanoke 50
- W&L 18, Catholic 37
- W&L 28, Lynchburg 29
- W&L 3rd at State Meet
- W&L 1st at W&L Invit.
- W&L 21, East.Menn. 34
- W&L 15, Hamp.-Syn. 48
- W&L 19, Bridgewater 41
- W&L 2nd at ODAC Champ
- W&L 4th at NCAA SE Reg
While the men’s team had talent and experience, Jim Phemister had to settle for just talent with his women’s team. With that talent, the Generals managed a solid 5-3 season, led by freshman sensation Kim Herring. She lead the Generals in every race, earned All-ODAC honors, and became W & L’s first-ever female all-region performer. Junior co-captain Nicole Casteel also earned All-ODAC honors, but she was the grandmother of the group. Six of the top seven in the W & L lineup were the first-year runners, a sign of bigger and perhaps better things to come.

1st row: Susan Deutsch, Kari May, Jodi Herring, Teresa Lamey, Jennifer Nasser, Katharine Ray; 2nd row: Head Coach Jim Phemister, Elizabeth Kleiner, Amy French, Ken Herring, Paul Deacon, Susan Wootton, Brandi Henderson, Assistant Coach Anne McInerny

**scoreboard**

Mary-Wash. 18, W&L 45
W&L 6th at Dickin. Invit.
W&L 24, Roanoke 33
W&L 15, Sheperd 45
East. Menn. 18, W&L 37
W&L 25, Lynchburg 36
W&L 6th at State Meet
W&L 3rd at W&L Invitat.
East. Menn., 22, W&L 36
W&L 15, Mary Baldwin 50
W&L 3rd at ODAC Champ.
W&L 8th at NCAA SE Reg.
The final books will show that the 1991 Generals finished the season with a 1-9 record. Nine weeks went by without the Generals tasting victory, but the Generals were not to be denied in the season finale against Georgetown. The Generals dominated play in the final contest, taking an early lead and standing on it through to the end, exemplifying the Generals’ fighting spirit. When they easily could have quit and packed it in for the season, this General’s team just continued to keep working harder and harder. “Midway through the season the seniors decided that it wasn’t going to be our year,” say senior defensive end John McCallum, “so we just decided that we had to set an example for the younger guys.”

The younger guys learned the lesson and they played a big role in the season. On offense, freshman Geren Steinert took over at quarterback, throwing over 1000 yards for the season. Freshman end William Propst led the ODAC with 37 catches and freshman end Hayne Hodges caught 11 passes while showing big play speed. Freshman running back Matthew Mogk had the Generals’ best rushing day of the season with 89 yards against Guilford, and freshman Michael MacLane caught 17 passes and averaged more than 20 yards a return. On defense, freshman Jason Charrand made 65 tackles, including 4 sacks, while linebacker James Maberry made 59 tackles.

But it was the seniors, led by tri-captains Trey Cox, Greg Kiehl and Fred Renneker, who showed the heart and toughness that Coach Fallon admired. Kiehl came back from a dislocated ankle suffered last year to anchor the line, and Cox came back from a broken leg, while Renneker showed great spirit on the field. Renneker switched from quarterback to defense late in the season and keyed the Georgetown win with his two interceptions, including the touchdown runback.

Junior punter Bob Ehret was a first team All-ODAC selection, averaging 38.4 yards a kick, while McCallum was joined on the all-conference second team by junior defensive lineman Phil Spears and senior offensive lineman Jim Henry.
How bad did the injury bug bite the Generals?

Well, head coach Rolf Piranian did not put his pre-season starting lineup on the field for a single game.

First, it was senior tri-captain David Hooker, then junior co-captain and offensive wizard Mike Michen, then senior goalie Lee Corbin and finally defensive enforcer Chase Davis. All of those pre-season starters went down during the year and missed huge chunks of the season.

Still, the Generals managed to put together an 8-6-2 season with three of its losses coming to NCAA Tournament teams.

As usual, the hallmark of the team was the defense led by All-ODAC pick Greg Williams and senior tri-captains Jeff Zieger and Hooker. The Generals held opponents to one goal or less in 12 of their 16 games.

On offense, the Generals were led by All-ODAC picks Kyle Fanning, Reid Murphy and Dan Rhodes. Murphy led the team in scoring with nine goals and two assists. Murphy was the key to the offense, leading W&L to victory in all seven games in which he scored. His hat trick sparked the Generals' first-round ODAC Tournament win over Hampden-Sydney.
Led by ODAC Player of the Year Nancy Mitchell and All-ODAC goalie Kate Stimeling, the women's soccer team featured one of the best defenses around. W&L outscored its opponents in the conference by a combined 22-1 on its way to a 6-1-1 mark in the league and its first ever regular-season championship. Stimeling, just a sophomore, recorded a school record nine shutouts to raise her career total to an all-time W&L best 17.

The Generals breezed past Sweet Briar 2-0 in the opening round of the ODAC Tournament, but then ran into old nemesis Roanoke in the semifinals. Once again, the Lady Maroons spelled doom for W&L, defeating the Generals 2-1 in overtime.

Sophomores Karen Stutzmann and Corinda Hankins led the Generals' offense with six goals each, and Hankins was an All ODAC performer.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scoreboard</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pitt-Johnstown 2 W&amp;L 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wash. Col. 2 W&amp;L 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Albright 2 W&amp;L 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gettysburg W&amp;L 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W&amp;L 2 Shenandoah 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W&amp;L 2 Marymount 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W&amp;L 2 Meredith 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wingate 2 W&amp;L 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wash &amp; Jefferson W&amp;L 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carnegie Mel. W&amp;L 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W&amp;L 2 Goucher 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W&amp;L 3 Mary Baldwin 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W&amp;L 2 Ashbury 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maryville 2 W&amp;L 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W&amp;L 2 Oglethorpe 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guilford 3 W&amp;L 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East. Men. 3 W&amp;L 0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
After struggling through a disappointing 10-20 regular season, W&L put things together all at once for the ODAC Tournament. The Generals recorded the first shutout in school history with a 15-2, 15-0, 15-2 romp over Randolph-Macon Woman’s College in the opening round of the tourney. The Generals were so dominating in the match that they reeled off 33 straight points in one stretch.

But in the quarterfinals, W&L ran into a powerful Guilford unit that would go on to win the championship and finish the season with a 33-4 mark. The Generals didn’t roll over and die for the Lady Quakers, though, leading 11-5 in one game before Guilford came back for the win.

Senior captain Mena McGowin capped off a stellar career by being named All-ODAC for the third year in a row. McGowin finished her career as W&L’s all-time leader in kills, blocks, and games played.
1st row: Will Davis, Alan Herrick
2nd row: Stuart Towns, Chris Hagge, Joe Tison, Reuben Munger, Scott Miller, P.J. Waicuus
3rd row: Anton Deiderich, Andrew Pearson, Greg Golub, Michael Flippin, John Kannapell, Jacob Berman, Derek DeVries, Neil Garde
After missing the Eastern Championships last year—the first time W&L hadn’t been there since 1977—the Generals came back with something to prove this year. They responded with a sixth place finish that included a 14-13 triple-overtime win over 16th-ranked Massachusetts.

The Generals finished the season with a 15-10 record after just a 1-3 start. They also captured their fourth straight state title.

Senior Alan Herrick, one of the best defenders anywhere, led the team with 71 steals and also added 57 goals to earn first team All-Southern honors. Seniors Will Davis (59 goals) and John Kannapel (32 goals) and junior goalie P.J. Waicuus each earned second team honors.

The Generals’ improvement during the course of the season was also demonstrated by their performances against archrival Richmond. After losing the first two games of the year to the Spiders, W&L came back with two wins over Richmond, including a 10-8 win in the Southern Championships that earned W&L its spot in the Eastern Championships.
Of the 15 players that made up W&L's opening-game roster only five played a single minute of college basketball entering the season. Of those five none had been a full-time starter.

Nonetheless W&L used a second-half rally to beat Sewanee 67-58 in its season opener and advance to the finals of the W&L Tip-off Tournament. In the finals W&L met up with Wooster, a team that was ranked in the top 10 in the nation for much of the year, and lost 76-53. That loss proved to be the first of six straight for the Generals, including a discouraging 49-47 loss to MIT where W&L went scoreless for nearly seven minutes and saw an eight-point second-half lead disappear.

W&L used the holiday break following first semester exams to regroup and came back with a vengeance. W&L opened the New Year hosting the W&L invitational and played some of its best basketball of the season. Junior guard Bryan Watkins scored 25 points in the opening round to lead W&L past Bowdoin 77-67. The championship game appeared to be a bit of a mismatch. W&L was just 2-6 and Colorado College entered the game 10-1 with nine straight wins. But W&L senior captain Mark Melton had a career day scoring 20 points and led W&L to an 83-78 upset and the championship. Watkins added 18 and was named the tournament's MVP and was joined on the all-tournament team by Melton.

W&L then entered the heart of its ODAC schedule with 13 straight games in the league. The Generals were unable to maintain their championship touch and won just three of the games. The most dramatic of the wins was a 74-72 triumph over Lynchburg on the road. W&L trailed by 15 points in the second half and won the game on a tip-in as the buzzer sounded.

The last week of the season was spent trying to qualify for the ODAC Tournament. The Generals entered the week in ninth place, one game behind Randolph-Macon which held the final spot. W&L opened the week with a convincing 78-62 win over Mary Washington out of the conference. The Generals then saw their tournament hopes dashed in an 80-74 loss to Eastern Mennonite. W&L was outscored 30-3 at the foul line in the game. W&L closed out the season with a 66-53 loss to Randolph-Macon, but saw a brighter future as freshman John Rogers scored a career-high 22.

W&L finished the season with a 7-18 record and a 3-15 mark in the ODAC. Watkins led W&L with an average of 14.4 points a game and sophomore guard Paul Baker averaged 10.2 points.
Scoreboard

W&L 67 Sewanee 58
Wooster 76 W&L 53
Hamp-Syd 84 W&L 55
Bridgewater 74 W&L 61
Pomona-Pitzer 65 W&L 58
MIT 49 W&L 47
Emory & Henry 90 W&L 75
W&L 77 Bowdoin 67
W&L 83 Colorado Col. 78
Virg. Wcs. 64 W&L 56
Guilford 76 W&L 67
W&L 74 Lynchburg 72
Rand-Mac 79 W&L 46

East Men 71 W&L 58
Bridgewater 78 W&L 71
Emory & Henry 83 W&L 69
Hamp-Syd 84 W&L 63
Roanoke 98 W&L 76
Virg. Wcs. 86 W&L 74
Guilford 68 W&L 65
W&L 71 Lynchburg 65
Roanoke 78 W&L 67
W&L 78 Mary Wash 62
East Men 80 W&L 74
Rand-Mac 66 W&L 53
scoreboard

Alleg. 119  W&L 67
W&L 134  Centre 42
Alleg. 123  W&L 79
W&L 137  VMI 67
Charleston 124  W&L 81
Catholic 106  W&L 91
W&L 134  Buffalo St. 71
W&L 119  Georgetown 97
W&L 120  Swarthmore 67
W&L 110  Mary Wash. 95
W&L 133  Radford 49

After a disappointing 1-5 season in 1991, the Generals brought in a talented freshman to go along with some top-notch upperclassmen. The final result was a 7-4 season that included five straight wins to close the season and a pair of national qualifiers.

Senior Doug Brown and freshman John Rowe were the leaders of the team, both qualifying for the NCAA national championships with their showings at the Liberal Arts Invitational in Indiana. The Generals finished in third place in a 12-team field at the Invitational, finishing only behind national powers Wabash and DePauw. Brown and Rowe were the high scorers in the meet, both winning two events and finishing second in another.

Junior Andrew Pearson was also a mainstay on the team and claimed the 50-yard freestyle as his personal domain. Pearson, former DJ, lost in the 50 in only one dual meet all year long.

Of W&L's four losses, one came against a Division 1 opponent and two came against Allegheny, a top 15 finisher at last year's NCAA Championships. Among the notable wins were a 137-67 thrashing of crosstown rival VMI, a 119-97 win over Georgetown and a 110-95 win over Mary Washington.

1st row: Patrick O'Keefe, Marc Lotano, Andrew Pearson, Doug Brown, Chris Haage, Roland Chase, Larry Brown; 2nd row: Anton Diederich, Jason Mackey, Joe Tison, Grant Holicky, John Rowe, Reuben Munger, Derek DeVries
First-year coach Kiki Jacobs had a close-knit gang of nine that kept one ODAC streak alive and almost kept another one going. The Generals won all four of their ODAC regular-season meets to keep a five-year ODAC winning streak alive, but saw their string of ODAC Championships fall to Hollins despite winning a majority of the events.

The Generals finished the season 5-9 and you didn’t have to look much farther than Claire Dudley or Jodi Herring to find a reason for most of the wins.

Dudley set two school records over the course of the year and was named the Atlantic States Swimmer of the Meet after winning three individual events and four relays at the Atlantic States/ODAC Meet. Her showings at the meet earned her a third straight trip to nationals.

Herring was named the ODAC Swimmer of the Meet after winning two individual events and four relays at the Atlantic States/ODAC Meet. Herring capped her year by winning two events at the Liberal Arts Invitational.
Scoreboard

18th at Leb. Valley Invit.
Davidson 29   W&L 18
Anderson 42   W&L 9
W&L 24       Johns Hopkins 19
West. Maryland 27  W&L 22
7th at W&L Invit.
5th at Mid-South Invit.
5th at Va. St. Championship
To say W&L's wrestling squad featured young talent would be an understatement. Seven different freshmen saw significant time in a lineup that featured only eight or nine members for much of the year because of injuries in the higher weight classes.

Only senior Peer Soderberg was a consistent force among the upperclassmen. Soderberg finished the season with the team's best record at 15-9 and gave a strong showing at the NCAA Qualifier. Soderberg, a 177-pounder, won his first match 8-7 in dramatic fashion, but then ran into defending national champion Peter Wang of Chicago and lost. Soderberg went on to win two more matches in the consolation bracket before getting eliminated, finishing his career with 52 victories.

Freshman Adam Williams and Eric Shirley were the leaders of the youngsters. Williams, a 134-pounder, finished 9-11, with two losses coming at the NCAA Qualifier, and led the team with 39 take downs. Shirley, a 126-pounder, joined the team at the start of the second semester and posted a 7-5 record.

The Generals finished the dual season with a 1-3 record, but W&L led two of the three losses before having to forfeit the final two weight classes because of injuries.
In a sport full of cliches, one of the most famous is "pitching wins ballgames." W&L entered the season with just one proven returning starter on the hill and the result was a disappointing 4-21 season for the Generals.

W&L took two out of three against West Virginia Tech to open the season and appeared to have found another starter in sophomore Tim Molloy after he fired a four-hitter in a 3-1 win over Randolph-Macon. However, Molloy injured his knee and was lost for the season and W&L won just one more game after his injury.

A pair of freshmen were the offensive stars for the team. Catcher Todd Stanton batted a team-leading .328 and third baseman Duane Van Arsdale hit .320 with four homers and 15 RBI. Senior co-captains T.J. Daly and Brian Harper both batted over .300 as well.

Scoreboard

| W&L 8 | West Va Tech 6 |
| W&L 9 | West Va Tech 6 |
| Holy Cross 15 | W&L 0 |
| Mary Wash 13 | W&L 5 |
| Mary Wash 8 | W&L 0 |
| Rand-Mac 14 | W&L 6 |
| W&L 3 | Rand-Mac 1 |
| Bridgewater 13 | W&L 5 |
| Emory & Henry 12 | W&L 0 |
| Emory & Henry 10 | W&L 7 |
| Mary Wash 18 | W&L 1 |
| Hamp-Syd 11 | W&L 6 |
| Bridgewater 14 | W&L 5 |
| Guilford 8 | W&L 4 |
| Guilford 10 | W&L 8 |
| Lynchburg 15 | W&L 3 |
| E Mennonite 5 | W&L 1 |
| E Mennonite 10 | W&L 4 |
| W&L 2 | St. Mary's 1 |
| St. Mary's 9 | W&L 8 |
| Lynchburg 5 | W&L 1 |
| Hamp-Syd 9 | W&L 6 |
| Va Wesleyan 5 | W&L 3 |
| Va Wesleyan 5 | W&L 1 |
1st row: Head coach Jeff Stickley, Jon Hesse, Brian Harper, T.J. Daly, Pete Klingelhofer, Keith Camp, Asst. coach John Herndon; 2nd row: Erik Treese, Todd Stanton, Kevin Emerson, Chad Loizeaux, Bates Brown, Brett Hartman, Jim Coyle; 3rd row: Ryan Roberts, Michael Ross, Matt Gilman, Herb Gregg, Stephen Johnson, Duane Van Arsdale, Trey Carico
Head Coach Buck Leslie’s talented cast of seniors came up short in their bid for an unprecedented third straight ODAC title, but it was another big year for the group.

Senior co-captains Clay Thomas and Jay McKnight led the team all year long and both earned all-ODAC honors for the third straight year. Thomas was named the ODAC Player of the Year, earned all-district honors and represented W&L at the NCAA championship.

W&L finished the regular season with a 33-2 record, giving Leslie his 200th career win in the process, but lost to Guilford by 13 shots in the conference championship. That loss was enough to knock W&L out of the NCAA tournament for the first time since 1989. W&L had beaten seven of the 21 team’s that qualified for the NCAAs during the course of the regular season.

W&L also got key performances from seniors Cliff Burrow and Brad Thoburn and saw the emergence of a talented sophomore class led by Jimmy Kull and Scott Robinson.

### Scoreboard

7th at Gordin Collegiate Classic
3rd at Roanoke Invitational
W&L 318 Emory & Henry 339
2nd at Ferrum Invitational
1st at W&L Invitational
W&L 303 Shenandoah 379
1st at Va. Wesleyan Invitational
1st at Shipbuilder’s Invitational
2nd at ODAC’s
Cliff Burrow, Brad Thoburn, Clay Thomas, Jay McKnight, Pearce Smithwick, Jimmy Kull, Head coach Buck Leslie
W&L entered the 1992 season full of optimism following their trip to the NCAA Division III tourney in 1991. But head coach Jim Stagnitta knew that this young team had its work cut out for itself.

The Generals started the season off 2-1 with wins over Greensboro and Randolph-Macon and a loss to Virginia before heading to Franklin & Marshall for their first major test of the season. W&L led 6-5 in that game after three quarters, but then spent the majority of the fourth quarter with at least one player in the penalty box as F&M pulled away for a 9-6 win.

W&L came back to hammer Lynchburg 16-9 at Glen Maury Park in Buena Vista before heading to Roanoke for what was expected to be and proved to be the deciding game for the ODAC championship. Roanoke dominated play for much of the first three quarters taking a 10-6 lead. Midway through the fourth quarter the Generals made a late charge and to within one at 11-10 on a Jeff Roberts goal with 3:48 to play, but then Roanoke pulled away for a 14-11 win.

After beating Virginia Wesleyan 19-3, the Generals met up with third-ranked Gettysburg under the lights before a vocal crowd at Lex High’s Brewbaker Field. Though the Generals lost 12-10, it did not diminish perhaps the finest performance of the season by Jeff Roberts in what was a banner season for the senior captain. Roberts scored six times on just 10 shots against one of Division III’s top goalies to single-handedly keep W&L in the game.

With just a 4-4 record the Generals turned it on for the remainder of the season. W&L won five of its last six games, including a 13-5 thrashing of VMI in the fifth annual Le-Jackson classic before 3,500 fans at Wilson Field. W&L trailed 5-4 in the game, but scored the final nine games of the game to win its fourth straight classic.

Roberts finished the year with 38 goals and 30 assists and become just the fifth player in school history to have back-to-back 50-point campaigns. Roberts also concluded his career with 98 goals, the fifth most in school history. Roberts and defensemen Robert Huke were named first team all-ODAC and defensemen Josh Levinson made the second team.

Scoreboard

W&L 25 Greensboro 8
Virginia 14 W&L 4
W&L 19 Rand-Mac 9
Frank. & Marsh. 9 W&L 6
W&L 16 Lynchburg 9
Roanoke 14 W&L 11
W&L 19 Va Wesleyan 3
Gettysburg 12 W&L 10
W&L 12 Guilford 9
W&L 16 Radford 5
Wash College 16 W&L 10
W&L 15 Limestone 6
W&L 18 Hamp-Syd 10
W&L 13 VMI 5
Womens Lacrosse

Head coach Janine Hathorn predicted big things before the start of the 1992 season and she was right on the money. The Generals set a school record with 12 wins, won their first ODAC title and were ranked as high as seventh in the country.

With an experienced cast of juniors and seniors, plus a talented crop of underclassmen, the Generals had all the ingredients for a championship year.

Junior Lisa Dowling scored a school record 45 goals, including five in the championship game over Roanoke and teamed with senior Kim Bishop to form a potent offensive attack. Bishop had 42 goals while leading the team with 15 assists. Nicole Ripken (23 goals), Angie Carrington (19), Lindsay Coleman (14) and Paige Henke (12) all bolstered the attack that averaged over 12 goals a game.

The Generals defense was just as strong, giving up less than 10 goals in every game but one this year. Senior Whitney Hopkins anchored the defense, but was not the only star. Junior Ginny Dallam gained recognition for holding Roanoke’s Courtney Dittman scoreless in the championship game after Dittman had scored seven goals in the first meeting between the two teams. Senior Melissa Manko, junior Lisa Jennings, freshman Carrie Niederer and goalies Jen Donaldson and Sarah Smith all played a big role as well.

Bishop, Dowling and Hopkins were all named first team all-ODAC and Dallam was a second-team selection. Carrington and Hopkins made first team all-South and Bishop was an honorable mention selection.

Scoreboard

W&L 15 Guilford 2
W&L 19 Sweet Briar 0
W&L 8 Bridgewater 4
W&L 13 Rand-Mac 3
Roanoke 12 W&L 8
W&L 14 Mary Wash 6
W&L 16 Rand-Mac 1
W&L 9 Lynchburg 4
W&L 17 Wittenburg 4
W&L 12 Gettysburg 6
Lock Haven 8 W&L 7
Haverford 9 W&L 8
W&L 17 Hollins 6
W&L 8 Bridgewater 7
W&L 10 Roanoke 9
1st row: Jennifer Donaldson, Melissa Manko, Julie Vennes, Whitney Hopkins, Kimberly Bishop; 2nd row: Sarah Aschenbach, Stephanie Tomasso, Carrie Niederer, Lisa Jennings, Angie Carrington, SarahSmith, Jen Hickes, Nicole Ripken; 3rd row: Trainer Patti Culberson, Head coach Janine Hathorn, Meredith Long, Ginny Dallam, Paige Henke, Lisa Dowling, Pauline Mita, Lindsay Coleman, Asst. coach Shari Krasnoo, Manager Talley Wooley
There was no national tournament this year for the Generals, but it was hardly a disappointing season. With just two regulars back from last year’s lineup, the Generals still managed to win their eighth straight ODAC title and post an 8-10 mark against tough opposition.

Senior captain Richard Yates led the way with a 20-12 record, a trip to NCAA individual championship and the title of the Rolex Southeast Regional tourney this fall. Yates won the ODAC No.1 singles title to claim ODAC Player of the Year honors and also teamed with Tommy Mazziotti to win the No. 2 doubles title.

W&L’s other ODAC champions were sophomore Robby MacNaughton at No. 2, Mazziotti at No. 3, sophomore David Schwegge at No. 5 and sophomore Jon Ingram at No. 6. The No. 3 doubles team of Wes Ruggles and Kelly Vandeaver also brought home a title.

W&L, which had a 7-3 record against Division III teams, finished the year ranked 19th in the nation. Yates and MacNaughton were both ranked in the top 50 in the country in singles play.
With a lineup featuring three sophomores and three freshmen you’d expect that head coach Cinda Rankin had some worrying to do. This was not the case.

The Generals won all 10 of their matches in the spring after completing the fall season with a 3-3 record. W&L also captured its second-straight ODAC title by winning six of the nine flights and won all eight ODAC matches it played during the regular season. Dominating the ODAC is something the Generals have become accustomed to. W&L has won the conference championship in three of the last four years and since the tail end of the 1987 season W&L has won 59 of 60 ODAC matches in the regular season. This year’s cast of champs included Genia Foster (No. 2 singles, No. 1 doubles), Kim Dickinson (No. 4 singles), Liz McCord (No. 5 singles), Cathy Gartin (No. 6 singles, No. 3 doubles), Marilyn Baker (No. 3 doubles) and Mary Nabers (No. 1 doubles).

Baker, who finished the year with a team-best 21-4 record, went on to represent W&L at the national championships. Baker advanced to the round of 16 before falling to the seventh ranked player in the country. But her first round win was the first ever for a W&L player in the women’s individual championship. Both Baker and Foster finished the season ranked in the top 30 in the country.
The ODAC does not recognize women's track and field as a conference sport, but W&L continues to claim bragging rights in the conference. W&L outdistanced both Roanoke and Eastern Mennonite by 75 points to win their third straight "unofficial" ODAC title.

The Generals did it by winning six events and also by gathering five second place finishes.

Freshman Sarah Gilbert was the high scorer in the meet with five top three finishes. Gilbert won the high jump and also ran a leg on a record-setting 4 X 100 relay team.

Sophomore Wendy Neel was up to her usual level of excellence, setting ODAC records in the long jump, 55-meter dash and with the 4 X 100 relay team. Freshman Kim Herring set an ODAC mark in the 800 meters and finished second in the 1500 meters, setting a school record in the process.

The highlight of the meet for the men's team was the winning of the 4 X 100 relay by a team that featured two sophomores and one freshman. Scott Covey, John Robinson and Hayne Hodges teamed with senior John McCallum to smoke the rest of the field in the winning effort.

Unfortunately, that was the Generals' only win of the day but there was almost another. Freshman Grant Cowell served notice to Lynchburg's Gregg Cavaliere, the ODAC Track MVP, by beating him across the finish line in the 800 meters. Cowell was disqualified for running too many strides on the lane markers.

The Generals did get second place finishes from Jim Henry in the shot put, Bo Hannah in the 3000 meter run and from Covey in the 55-meter high hurdles.
Men and Women's Outdoor Track

There were no ODAC championships for the Generals this year, but a pair of second place finishes at the ODAC outdoor meet once again demonstrated the quality of W&L's track team.

The women's team failed to win the ODAC title for the first time in three years, but injuries had limited the Generals to just seven athletes and not all of them were 100%. Still, led by freshman Sarah Gilbert, who set four school records during the season, the Generals posted a second-place finish. Gilbert was not the only General to set records during the year. Freshman Kim Herring set a pair of individual records, freshman Sue Deutsch set a mark in the shot put and three relay records were broken.

On the men's side W&L was led by a variety of athletes during the year, but sophomore Scott Covey took center stage at the ODACs. Covey won the 400 hurdles and also had two second-place finishes. The only record set during the season was by senior Charles Edwards, who also finished in second-place in the 5,000 meter run at the ODAC championship. Edwards set a mark in the 10,000-meter run with a time of 31:59.6. That record fell at the highly competitive UNC Invitational where Edwards finished second.
organizations
SAC
Sitting (L to R): Carrie Eubanks, David Howison, Peebles Harrison. Standing: Buddy Atkins, Chris Haley, Giles Perkins, Bobby Weisgerber, Greg Hicks, Sam Rock.

SCC

Interfraternity Council

Panhellenic
While presiding over an IFC meeting, Sam Rock takes notes on new plans for men's rush.

Executive Committee

During a meeting, peer counselors Andy Finkbeiner and Chris Starkie discuss issues pertaining to their different counseling experiences.

Front Row: Craig Burke, Michael Patrick, Lanie Merryweather, Susie Wooton, Lewis Perkins. Back Row: John Flippen, Elizabeth Vallotton, Will Jones, Dabney Collier.

Durin a meeting, peer counselors. Andy Finkbeiner and Chris Starkie discuss issues pertaining to their different counseling experiences.

S A B

Front Row: Craig Burke, Michael Patrick, Lanie Merryweather, Susie Wooton, Lewis Perkins. Back Row: John Flippen, Elizabeth Vallotton, Will Jones, Dabney Collier.

Kathekon


Student Recruitment

On a rainy Virginia day, Evan Allison leads a group of prospective students and their families on a tour of the Washington and Lee campus.

Resident Assistants / Dorm Counselors


Peer Counseling

Kneeling: Dr. Worth, Roger Sullivan, Front Row: Mary Anstine, Cara Snyder, Sarah Briggs, Jennifer Kacmer, Rob Wilson, Carlin Jones, Whitney Mathews, Jennifer Roscoe, Mary Goetz, Back Row: Andy Finkbiner, Chris Starkie, Doug Brown, Carol Hamewood, Brandon Neblett, Beth Hymonok, John Hindor, Ben Worth, Betsy Kleiner.

Cold Check Committee

Taking advantage of a beautiful autumn day, InterVarsity Christian Fellowship hosts a picnic with live entertainment.

At an FOC meeting, Robert Wilson and Teresa Williams prepare for freshmen orientation week.
STU/SPU

Jason Robinson, Stephanie McHaney

Health Education Committee

Sitting (L to R): Cara Snyder, Christy Gorman, Raphael Porres. Standing: Jan Kaufman, Anne Schroer Lamont, Christopher Bray.

Alpha Phi Omega

Superdance


Film Society

Lauren Hartman, vice president; Matt Montgomery, president.

Outing Club

Raking in the dough, Superdance members host a casino night to profit the muscular dystrophy association.

At the Exhibitionists Festival of Arts, Rosanne Cornbrooks reads Emily Guerry's palm.

Exhibitionists

Ranger

SAMS
Amnesty

Kathy Savory, Chris Tricarick, Joyce Baustista, Troy Hill, Amy Yarich, Laura Purcell, Billy Aiken, Seamane Flanagan, Laina Ewan, Lauren Hartman.

Independent Union

David Defalco, James Degeaur, Erica Ingersoll, Richard Crow.

College Democrats


College Republicans

Officers: Amanda E. Stewart (Chairman), Ted Elliot (Vice Chairman), Charles E. Erdman (Treasurer), Christine Will (Secretary).
Discussing current events, Amnesty officers Troy Hill and Billy Aiken conduct a weekly meeting.

On a sunny autumn Saturday, international students enjoy a W&L football game.
FCA

BSU

Hillel

Campus Crusade
Live Drive

Kirk Ogden, Sally Obermueller, Jimmy Walsh, Rick Peltz.

Freshman Orientation Committee


All dressed up, Laurel Ann Heiskell and Nathan Dunn act their parts.
In preparation for a deadline, Publications Board Member, Kelli Klick, crops a photo for the 1992 Calyx. The members of the Pub Board included Editors and Business Managers of the various campus publication staffs. Kelli served on the Pub Board as a Calyx Editor.

Young Life


Political Review

Rob Burger, Craig Lang.

Ariel


Publications Board


Journal of Science

Jennifer Zambone, Leanne Jones.
Ring-Tum Phi


Planning an article for the Ring-Tum-Phi. John Manning and Pamela Kelley discuss ideas with the editors.
Traveller

First Row (L to R): Jimmy Walsh, Krista Lindsey, Alex Ruskell.

Yawp


Calyx

Front Row (L to R): Matt Jennings, Rashmi Sachan, Jeremy Meadows.
Second Row: Mark Gray, William Alberque, Trevor Cox. Back Row:
Tracey ThornBlade, Jay Plotkin, Cary Potts, Tom Hooper, Brett Cohrs,
Leland Yee, Josh Manning, Fred Haring.
During a rock music show on WLUR, Wright Marshall announces the next song of the playlist. The campus radio station, WLUR, provided a variety of programs ranging from rock to classical to suit most everyone's tastes.

Reeves Center member, Shelly Brien, proudly explains to a visitor the aspects of a 600 year-old porcelain plate.

Liberty Hall


Concert Guild

Womens' Chorus


Wind Ensemble

Conductor: B. Kolman.

Practicing with the University Wind Ensemble, percussionist Garrick Slate keeps the beat on the tympani.

Glee Club

University Chorus


Southern Comfort


Jubilee

Soccer


Volleyball


Field Hockey

Basketball


During the 1991 Generals Classic Tournament, Rob Pritchard spikes for the club volleyball team.

Rugby

Honor Societies

Phi Eta Sigma

Heather C. Aussiker
Brian D. Carpenter
Angie L. Carrington
G. Alexander Churchill
A. Brett Cohrs
Rosanne B. Cornbrooks
M. Scott Covey
S. Lofita Crabbe
Ryan L. Denhard
J. Benjamin Eggleston, Jr.
Charles E. Erdman, Jr.
William S. Grant II
M. Elise Hagensen
Corinda M. Hankins
John F. Hassig
Robert T. Higginbotham
Mathew E. Jackson
Pamela R. Klekotka
Nikki M. Magaziner
Miriam G. Neel
Erin M. Nelson
Jennifer J. Ray
Tommy C. Ritter, Jr.
Jennifer A. Roscoe
John W. Schindler
Valerie M. Shannon
Elizabeth W. Storey
John S. Surface
Krista A. Taurins
Julie L. Townsend
Lee A. Wright
Sarah M. Wyatt
S. L. Wynn
Colin J. Wynne
Jon C. Yeargan
Rachel A. Zlocozover

Omicron Delta Kappa

Mary B. Anstine
Wangdali Bacdayan
Armando Benincasa
S. Sarah Benincasa
Susan Elise Bryant
John Thomas Cox, III
John S. Darden
John Heath Dixon
John P. Donaldson
Charles C. Edwards
John Flippin
William N. Hannah, Jr.
Jodi L. Herring
Elizabeth W. Hopkins
Ashley Hurt
William G. Jones
Jennifer E. Kacmar
Clayton A. Kennington
B. Robyn McCord
C. Mark Melton
Marjolane Merryweather
Heather Midkiff
Nancy M. Mitchell
Michael G. Patrick
Richard J. Peltz
Laura A. Pilachowski
Amy Roberson
E. Lauren Rowland
Roger P. Sullivan
Katherine A. Walther
Morgan E. Warner
Robert Weisgerber
Caroline F. Wight
Susan Wootton
Elizabeth Dale Wyatt

Pi Sigma Alpha

Todd G. Ammerman
William P. Alberque
Alison R. Bales
Armando F. Benincasa
George S. Benson
Jean-Paul Boulee
Denise G. Brainard
S. Elise Bryant
Robert H. Burger
Jeremy E. Carroll
William H. Donnelly
Adam S. English
Matthew W. Felber
Jennifer L. Fischer
Timothy P. Gallagher
Charles H. Haake
Laurel A. Heiskell
Trevor P. Hildebrand
Richard E. Hill, Jr.
Paul C. Hoelne
T. Scott, Holstead
John T. Kalmbach
Craig N. Lang, Jr.
Cathryn J. Lopiccolo
Tara M. Makoski
Lisa D. McHenry
Jeremy D. Meadows
Thomas J. Molony
William K. Ogden
Richard J. Pelz
Christopher L. Penders
Elizabeth E. Randol
Ann M. Shaughnessy
Donald I. Skelly
Bradford G. Thoburn
Sonja M. Tillberg
Peter G. Trammell, Jr.
Mark C. VanDeusen
Erika J. Volkering
Katherine A. Walthier
Sarah L. Whitsett

Phi Beta Kappa

Todd Gilford Ammermann
Mary Beth Anstine
Wangdali Covar Bacdayan
Armando Frank Benincasa
Sarah Elizabeth Benincasa
Susan Elise Bryant
Sarah Elizabeth Butler
Andrea Margaret Cardamone
Jennifer Marie Carr
Ingrid Marie Karel
Chenoweth
John Thomas Cox, III
Rachael Mary Easton
Charles Cannon Edwards II
Evan Greenwood Edwards
Jay Christopher Fertile
Jennifer Lyn Fischer
Seannane Suzanne Flanagan
Ramona Michelle Franks
Lisa Kei Frantz
Mary Jo Geyer
Kristin Lee Greenough
Chrales Harry Haake
William Neely Hannah, Jr.
Cindy Lu DeForest Heffern
Jodi Lynn Herring
Trevor Paul Hildebrand
Elizabeth Whitney Hopkins
Alice Ashley Hurt
Thomas Daniel Knight
James Daniel Light
Stewart McLendon Long III
Belinda Robyn McCord
Margaret Grant McKerman
Marjolane Merryweather
Kevin Dean Morrison
Jennifer Diane Noble
Patricia Lee Perdigon
David Scott Phillips
Carol Elizabeth Stelle
Mitchell Northington Terrill
Heather Alya Turner
Erika Jennifer Volkering

Chrales Harry Haake
William Neely Hannah, Jr.
Cindy Lu DeForest Heffern
Jodi Lynn Herring
Trevor Paul Hildebrand
Elizabeth Whitney Hopkins
Alice Ashley Hurt
Thomas Daniel Knight
James Daniel Light
Stewart McLendon Long III
Belinda Robyn McCord
Margaret Grant McKerman
Marjolane Merryweather
Kevin Dean Morrison
Jennifer Diane Noble
Patricia Lee Perdigon
David Scott Phillips
Carol Elizabeth Stelle
Mitchell Northington Terrill
Heather Alya Turner
Erika Jennifer Volkering
At the Reeves Center, new members of Phi Beta Kappa are inducted. Many different honor societies recognized students for their outstanding academic achievements.

**Omicron Delta Epsilon**
- Wangdali C. Bacdayan
- Kevin A. Bauer
- Richard C. Brose
- Andrea M. Cardamone
- David S. DeFalco
- Chadwick F. Delp
- Evans G. Edwards
- Elizabeth Whitney Hopkins
- Martin W. Malloy
- Kevin Deen Morrison
- Jennifer D. Noble
- Thomas P. Otis
- David J. Petersen
- James H. Pike
- Laura E. Vaughan
- Julia C. Vennes
- Craig H. Vennes

**Beta Gamma Sigma**
- Ann D. Barton
- Jason L. Coccia
- Marjolane Merryweather
- Thomas J. Molony
- Marshall G. Murphy
- Walter B. Todd
- Andrew M. Tucker
- Mary Francis Turner

**Alpha Epsilon Delta**
- Timothy K. Adams, Jr.
- Leslie B. Aden
- Peter A. Agraftiotis
- Carrie Ann Anderson
- William T. Brinkman
- Jeffery J. Brooks
- Brian K. Butcher
- Jason L. Coccia
- Horacio R. Colon
- Sean M. Collins
- Christopher T. Cox
- Sharron L. Crabbe
- J. Holt Crews
- Charles D. Daniel
- Colin A. Dodds
- Rhett A. Dodge
- Claire F. Dudley
- Rachael M. Easton
- Charles C. Edwards
- Laina E. Ewan
- Mr. Jay Fertile
- Ramona M. Franks
- William L. Gilmer, Jr.
- Robert A. Goodin
- Christine J. Gorman
- Ashley E. Gray
- William N. Hannah, Jr.
- Jody Lynn Herring
- James R. Hess
- Robert T. Higginbotham
- Dana L. Jones
- Jennifer E. Kaemmer
- Elizabeth A. Kleiner
- William C. Kitchens
- Mr. Christopher K. Livingston
- Jeffery F. Livingston
- Stewart Long
- Electra C. Martin
- Eve H. McDonald
- Margaret G. McKernan
- Kathleen R. Meekjian
- R. Christopher Miyamoto
- Eileen B. Pearson
- Patricia Lee Perdigon
- M. Scott Robinson
- J. Ryland Scott
- Michael J. Sebasta
- Valerie M. Shannon
- Matthew L. Tompson
- Susan H. Wootton
- Jon Charles Yeargan
- Rachael A. Zlozover

**Who's Who**
- Mary Anstine
- Wangdali Bacdayan
- Sarah Briggs
- Susan Bryant
- Kevin Carl
- John Cox
- Carol Damewood
- John Donaldson
- Charles Edwards
- Jennifer Fischer
- John Flippen
- Ashley Harper
- Jonathan Hanger
- Jodi Herring
- Gregory Hicks
- Elizabeth Hopkins
- Henry Huke
- Alice Hunt
- William Jones
- Jason Kelly
- Chayton Kennington
- Electra Martin
- Charles Malton
- Heather Midkiff
- Nancy Mitchell
- Kevin Morrison
- William Murray
- Laura Pilachowski
- Eleanor Rowland
- Andrew Schwartz
- Marc Short
- Tracey Thornblade
- Andrew Tucker
- Katherine Walther
- Morgan Warner
- Robert Weisgerber
- Caroline Wight
- Elizabeth Wyatt
- William Yorio
The Board of Trustees


Not Pictured: W. Hayne Hippe, Mrs. Vaughan I. Morrisette, Arthur A. Birney, Thomas H. Broadus, Jr., J. Stephen Marks III, Robert L. Barse, William N. Clements II, J. Hardin Marion, John H. Mullin III,
Jumping in a car and heading off to the nation's capital to browse art galleries was a welcomed trip for students interested in art. Each term, most art classes participated in the department field trip to Washington, D.C. Students spent the day viewing and taking notes on famous works of art in the National Gallery, the Hirshorn Museum, the Sackler Gallery, and the Philips Collection.

Although the art department has always been one of the smaller departments on campus, many students took studio art and art history classes for their major, to fulfill general education requirements, or just for fun.

Under the careful direction of professors Olson-Janjic and Stene, promising artists worked in the studio day and night to complete their masterpiece paintings, drawings, sculptures, and designs.

Those students more interested in studying art than in creating it learned art appreciation and history in such classes as Oriental Art, Ancient Art, or the History of Photography. Professors O'Mara, Hedquist, and Simpson conducted these classes through slide lectures and films.

Washington and Lee's own Dupont Gallery housed many different exhibits during the year, giving both students and the Lexington community an opportunity for a first-hand look at professional art work and the chance to hear artists talk about their own pieces.

Art


Administration

Offering constructive criticism, Art Professor Kathleen Olson-Janjic helps one of her students strive for creative excellence in her work.

Accounting  
(L to R): Bill King, Elizabeth Oliver, Kevin Green, Lyn Wheeler.

Anthropology/Sociology  
Front Row (L to R): Kendall White, John McDaniel, David Novack. 
Back Row: K. Jasiewicz, Kurt Russ. (Pigs compliments of Karen Lyle.)
Like many of the departments at Washington and Lee, the biology department consisted of energetic personal professors who strived to make themselves available and make the classroom experience valuable. Most importantly, the professors took a deep concern in their students. For example, Dr. Simurda called students who had been ill or missed several classes to ensure that they were keeping up with missed work.

The biology department also offered many opportunities to apply what was learned in lecture to in-depth research. The most impressive of these opportunities were the Spring term excursions to the Galapagos Islands to acquire first-hand knowledge about the rainforests and to Southwestern United States to participate in an extensive botanical study. For first-hand lab experience, biology majors also undertook individual research projects, spending a term dedicated to research and a term dedicated to experimentation.

Overall, Washington and Lee's biology department was well equipped with outstanding professors and educational opportunities. From a general introductory course to immunology which continues to change with new discoveries, professors were able to offer students the most thorough, accurate, and current knowledge of biology.
Always willing to lend a hand, Professor John Knox of the biology department helps students dissect a fetal pig.

In chemistry lab, Professor Lisa Alty explains to Richard Mowry how to set up a distilling apparatus before beginning his experimentation.

Computer Science

Classics
Mario N. Pellicciare, Herman W. Taylor, N. Rick Heatley.
Rock Solid Studies

Two of the most popular majors at Washington and Lee, English and History, allowed students to gain a solid liberal arts education and offered them a variety of career options. Professors such as Dr. Futch and Dr. Duvall added spice to their classes and inspired students to pursue these subjects. Many students went on to law or graduate schools or entered fields such as teaching and journalism.

On a different side of academics, the geology department offered its majors both B.S. and B.A. degrees, with career options in earth or planetary sciences, geology, geophysics, and other such fields.

Geology emphasized field and laboratory experience: students studied rock outcrops and landforms in many courses which introduced research techniques used by geologists. Faculty members were always willing to help majors gain experience with use of the sophisticated equipment through laboratory experiments. Extended field studies included trips with professors to California, the Colorado Plateau, the Smoky Mountains, and New England.

The department also claimed membership to a geology consortium consisting of twelve college departments, giving students the opportunity to participate in a variety of undergraduate research programs.

Many opportunities were discovered by students through working with their professors in all these subjects.

German/Russian

English
Describing the geological aspects of fossils, Professor Schwab of the geology department conducts his class in an interesting, interactive style by providing explanatory demonstrations in his classes.

Knowing the importance of student discussions, English Professor Christopher Camuto listens to a student’s opinion.

History

Geology

Economics
Journalism

Mathematics

In the Reid Hall computer lab, Professor Richardson conducts one of his Journalism classes. Most Journalism classes were held in Reid Hall, the home of WLUR and Cable Nine.

It All Adds Up

Begun by Robert E. Lee, the Washington and Lee Journalism program offered students many opportunities.

The department of journalism and mass communications supervised the operation of WLUR-FM, the campus radio station, and Cable Nine, a television studio. A journalism major prepared students for many different careers: more than a third proceeded to go into law or some other non-journalism field.

No matter what the major, however, most Washington and Lee students inevitably found themselves visiting Robinson Hall.

Whether majoring or just fulfilling the mathematics requirements, a mathematical knowledge was important not only in the study of physical sciences, but also in the study of economics, commerce, and computer science. Students in some of Dr. Johnson's or Dr. Vinson's classes even had the opportunity to learn from the book written by their professor.

On another note, the music department offered courses which provided students a variety of ways to gain further appreciation for music. Music instructors provided private lessons for students on individual instruments, as well as introductory and advanced music classes.

They encouraged all students to attend the many performances at the Lenfest Center. It wasn't unusual to run into a music professor, such as Dr. Spice or Dr. Gaylard, at one of these concerts.

Again, the variety among the departments added up to a strong liberal arts education.
Music
L to R: Timothy Gaylard, Courtney Birch, Gordon Spice, Margaret rouwer, Barry Kolman, Dymphna Alexander.

With a musical flare, Dr. Kolman conducts the Wind Ensemble in preparation for one of their concerts.

Philosophy

On one of those dreaded exam days, Professor Johnson of the Mathematics department distributes his test.
Getting Physical

A lab science held in the middle of the night? Well, students enrolled in a physics/astronomy class found themselves awake at odd hours to catch a glimpse of some age-old constellations.

Although the physics department offered a wide variety of courses in physics and engineering for students seeking a B.S. degree, some students found the courses enticing although they had no plans to major in science. Majors attended classes in quantum mechanics, optics, classical mechanics, or electricity and magnetism, and non-majors discovered introductory courses and astronomy classes interesting as well.

Students mastered important concepts and solved difficult physics problems with attentive help and instruction from professors Williams and Reese. General and Teaching Laboratories further enhanced students' learning and understanding of physics and engineering.

In other "physical studies," the physical education department gave students the opportunity to participate in many different sports and to learn new skills. From the basics such as tennis, racquetball, and basketball to more exotic activities like Modern Dance, Horseback Riding, and Backpacking, students enjoyed P.E. classes as welcome breaks from the stresses of the heavy academic loads.
Politics

Physical Education

"Counting Calories" in Physics Lab, students use calorimeters to measure specific heat of various metals. This was one of the many labs in which professor provided guidance as students learned concepts through hands on experiments.
Playing Your Part

Like the university as a whole, the theater department aimed at developing a well-rounded education for its students. That is, classes presented a view of theater as an art with many aspects. What most distinguished this department from others was the hands-on experience the students received.

A major in theater was, in all actuality, a project study. Students wrote the plays, directed, acted, built sets and put up the lighting. During the year, five plays were produced, including the one act plays written and directed by the students. The theater department presented such plays as Saint Joan of the Stockyards, The Perfect Servants, True West, and A Funny Thing Happened On the Way to the Forum. By spending many long hours at rehearsals, students in the theater department grew very close to each other and the teachers. In fact, the strongest point of the department was the first name basis held between both student and teacher.

In addition to providing a well-rounded view of theater, the professors strongly believed that a part of their responsibility was placing students in the work place. For instance, Professor Shawn Evans took a group of students to the Southeast Theater Conference in Orlando, Florida where ninety to one-hundred theater companies were interviewing and auditioning students to hire for the summer and next year. This was just one of many opportunities theater students were provided with for job placement. Overall, the theater department provided its students with a thorough education and experience.
The close relationship between students and professors that exist makes planning easier as Allen Norman and Professor Mike Gorman discuss lighting.

**Romance Languages**

Preparing for a play isn't always easy. Senior Mike Wigert discovers as he looks over plans for the set of an upcoming play.

**Psychology**
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From the Editor:

I loved my job as editor of the Calyx. I loved the excitement of trying to beat a deadline and I loved watching the people on this staff when their creative juices started flowing. The year has been so busy and gone by so quickly. I hope you enjoy this book and that you can look at it years from now and it will be able to bring back W&L to you. I have learned so many things through this experience and although this has overall been a great time for me, there were days when I hated the incredible stress and never wanted to see a yearbook again. So right now I want to thank those who were my personal saviors, those people who kept me sane enough or just held my hand when I didn’t think I could do it. I am forever in debt to Anthony Catalano. We would have no book without him and I want him to know how much I appreciate all he has done. I am also so grateful to Laura Purcell and Sarah Butler. These are some of the most dedicated and competent people I have worked with. I need to thank Rick Peltz for his support during some of the rough times, and Jason Kelley for being so patient whenever I bugged him about the computer. I also have to thank Rita Poindexter and LyRae Van Cleave who sometimes did some of my smaller tasks and who kept me laughing when the times were hard. And finally I owe a thank you to Doug H. for listening to my many complaints, worries and many fears and made them all seem to disappear. Congrats Seniors and good luck Anthony.

The following people have made great contributions to the Calyx, and need to be formally thanked: Patrick Hinely, Brian Logue, Carol Calkins, Bruce Hasfurther and Ande Studios.